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MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION AND COACHING

The main reason behind this course is to provide all attendees

with the basic knowledge that may help them to confront

their own business projects, focused on the field of arts and

creativity.

This course aims to help the attendees to improve and gain

certain skills and train them in a transversal way, so they

can adapt much of this knowledge to numerous fields, even to

their daily routine and to the different processes of their

business. 

This training will provide participants

with the appropriate digital and

entrepreneurial tools to develop a

business idea in the cultural and

creative field. It will help all listeners

to develop soft skills, language skills,

teamwork skills or intercultural skills,

among others, like financial skills.

Unit 1 - Introduction



The tutorial aims to train attendees with a high level of

entrepreneurial knowledge and improve their own skills. It

also aims to provide them with the attitudes of a

businesswoman and support communication between them.

This would be a great way to continue learning and enrich

participation.

This will be a blended training course, which means that it

includes a frontal training in the classroom and an online

training as well. Besides Project Work that includes an

individual development of the business plan.

Throughout this course, we will discuss different topics that

are involved when setting up a business. It is divided into

several different issues. All of them are crucial if we want

to launch our own business project. 



Computer Literacy: basic things about computing,

introduction to the office tools or social platforms. We

will also talk about the information research and the

use of the web-browsers.

Analysis and description of digital communication tools

for promotion: digital marketing and its impact

(production of digital contents, distance meetings and

instant messaging platforms or data sharing tools).

Security tools for digital activities, like secure

payments and data protection, online consumer rights…

Markets of culture and creativity, paying attention to

the actual situation of the cultural and creative

market. We will talk and analyze the current market

context at local level in order to help you mark the

difference. We will point out the importance and the

need to be innovative and the different forms of

collaborations.

Online and offline communication in cultural and

creative fields. What do they mean? Are they focused on

the same audience?

Throughout this course, we will discuss different topics that

are involved when setting up a business. It is divided into

several different issues. All of them are crucial if we want

to launch our own business project. 



How to run a business and the regulation for start-ups.

We will pay attention to copyright and intellectual

property as well as other regulation changes that

Covid-19 may have caused. 

Business model and its importance. In this unit we will

develop what a business model is. We will talk about the

value proposition and the business model canvas and

how it can help us to get to our goals.

Components of the social entrepreneurship model.

Financing instruments and different types of finance for

our business idea.

Right after we complete the whole

training, attendees will be able to develop

their own business plan and strategy. It

will give them different clues to

understand how the business world works

and how to approach it.



Coaching is a form of development, a

way of helping others to learn. The

coach will lead the coachee to achieve

his/her goals. It also means getting out

of your comfort zone and daring to do

things you thought you were not able

to complete.

This mentor will accompany during the

learning process but it will depend

only on the coachee if the goals are

correctly achieved. His/her purpose is

helping you, as a coachee, to get to your

objectives, not clapping you; the role of

every coach is directing you on the

right path, but only your own steps can

follow you to succeed. So, your time is

here, breath deeply and open your eyes

and mind as we all are going to learn

how the business world is and what is

needed to succeed.

Unit 2 – Coaching



First of all, we need to know that all entrepreneurs are human

beings, so this means that they also make mistakes. They also

fall and fail. The difference between a good entrepreneur and an

ordinary seller is that the first group always keeps on fighting.

So that means that attitude is much more important than what

we actually thought.

The name of this chapter comes from the motto of

the Amerigo Vespucci, a tall ship of the Italian

navy (this sentence is attributed to the iconic

Leonardo Da Vinci). It reminds us about the

commitment, the courage and tenacity in moving

forward in difficult times. Our attitude means so

much! It is very important to face a new project

with the right knowledge and the appropriate and

positive attitude. 

2.1. “Non chi comincia ma quel che persevera” 

A good entrepreneur keeps on trying, they stand up again and

persevere. Although there is no formula for success, all the

entrepreneurs share some skills and behaviours.



Starting a new business project always requires a lot of time and

energy. Developing a good business idea is almost as crucial as how

we approach it. It is not just about how we run a business, but how

we face this new challenge (with the technical knowledge of the

specific sector) as well as a positive and resilient attitude, as it

will help us in the bad moments. 

One of the most important things is knowing how to fall and how to

get up. For sure we are going to fall, we are going to fail and make

mistakes, but our attitude towards these problems is essential

and it will mark the difference. The way we face all these

situations will lead us to succeed. We are not talking about having

a contingency plan for our business (which we absolutely need),

but about knowing how to think calmly in order to take good

decisions, always with tranquility and resilience.



The entrepreneur must be persistent and constant.

Perseverance is linked to daily effort. A good

entrepreneur never gives up as he/she wants to

complete the project with satisfaction. His/her

commitment leads him/her to achieve the main

objectives.

Sometimes an entrepreneur may face a difficult situation, for

sure he/she will! The way the entrepreneur will face it, will

mark the difference. We must emphasize the high importance of

behaviour and positive attitude. Some examples of these

difficult situations are the following ones:

Failure in the first

business project

Unprofitable

business due to few

sales

Financial problems

Lack of support

(from a business

partner, or from our

employees or from

the Administration or

even from your

closest friends or

relatives) 



In order to face these kinds of situations we should try to break

the vicious circle which includes a lot of negativity. We must

learn that if we want to get a different result, we need to

change behaviour, we must act differently. If we always do the

same, the result will remain invariant. So, we need to think

broader and sometimes even think bigger. 

We all can think about difficult

situations, but can we think how is the

best way to face them? How could you

deal with a supplier that is not

accomplishing your expectations as a

business owner? Discuss and debate

about the different ways out of bad

and problematic situations related to

business projects. What would you do

to face them? Will you implement a new

perspective? Will you be persistent?

E X E R C I S E

No matter how many times we fall or we collapse, as we always

learn from these situations. We need to strengthen ourselves to

get up again and again.



2.2. SOFT SKILLS

On the other side, we find hard skills

which are the ones linked to the academic

and technical background and

knowledge, the ones easily trained.

Soft skills are skills which are desirable in all

professions. This is in contrast to hard skills,

which are specific to individual professions. The

word "skill" highlights the practical function

(Wikipedia source).

So, in short, soft skills can be

defined as social, emotional,

problem-solving and behavioural

skills. It is, mainly, the way we act

and react in front of a problem or a

certain situation. Soft skills are

transversal skills that will help

you improve as an entrepreneur and

deal more effectively with daily

and ordinary situations. This will

absolutely help you to improve and

to develop as a professional.



These soft skills belong only to humankind, so no

computer or any other electronic device, hardware

or robot will never ever substitute us in this field.

Among the most important and relevant soft skills

we can name: communication, critical thinking,

resilience, leadership, problem solving, persuasion,

public speaking, professional writing, teamwork,

digital literacy, creativity, innovation,

professional attitude, work ethic, career

management or intercultural fluency. 

In this chapter we will talk only about

some of the most outstanding and well-

known soft skills that a successful

entrepreneur must have. But we need to

know that there are plenty of important

soft skills. As you will see we can work on

them and improve their results.



Communication skills

Maybe it is one of the most important skills for the daily routine, but

also it is crucial for entrepreneurs. Communication is a pillar of life

and proper communication skills may lead us to success. Joined with

persuasion and actively listening, communication is the ability to

share ideas effectively. We will develop communication skills during

different units in this training and how to modulate them to different

audiences and targets. A successful communication will let the

audience understand our needs and build trust between both parts

as well as solve problems or any misunderstandings.

Building and developing strong communication skills must be at the

top for an entrepreneur, as it gives a professional image of us while

helping us improve personal and labor relationships. Being a great

communicator and speaker today is essential to deliver our message

in a proper way and will help us to influence our audience and their

purchasing decisions. Today it is essential to develop our

communication skills to establish relationships and contact with

people who are not physically with us. We must be able to express

ourselves correctly, adapt our language and message to our

client/audience profile and be able to clearly and precisely

transmit our message.



- listen to your interlocutor with empathy

- think before you speak and structure your message

As we mentioned previously, communication encompasses several

skills, such as active listening, non-verbal communication or

stress management.

We will provide you with some tips to work on effective

communication, such as:

E X E R C I S E

One by one you will go to the center of the room and tell your

classmates about the last book you read or the last movie you

watched.

In the toolkit, we provide you with some links and articles for

you to read and deepen your knowledge about this important

skill and how to improve it.



 Resilience / adaptability

This means the ability to adapt to new contexts,

how we tolerate these changes, and if we are able

to keep strong and patient under adverse

situations.

Adaptability is the way we adapt to changes. It means being

flexible to new environments and also being open-minded. It is

related to the way we behave in response to changing

circumstances. Following The Balance Careers website,

adaptability talks about the acceptance of changes and if we

like trying to do new things or activities. If you are a person

who learns quickly, it is because you know how to adapt. You

can further nurture your adaptability skills by trying new

things and challenging your ability to problem-solve in various

circumstances.



Be aware of changes in your environment

(about new policies, new technology to be

implemented or a new procedure…).

Develop a growth mindset (this has to do with

your own willingness to learn new things,

new techniques… in short, to widen your

knowledge and to not be afraid of trying new

activities).

Set goals for yourself (you might set a goal

to work on each aspect of your skills that

can be improved - because you know they are

your weak points-, and take it as an

opportunity to improve and learn).

Learn to acknowledge and accept change as a

part of daily life and routine. Add those new

changes to our daily life.

In order to improve your adaptability skills we

suggest working on the following points, as we can

read on the employment website Indeed:



How can we train our adaptability? Talk about any situation

you had in the past where you were asked to adapt yourself

to a new context. Is there any way to improve my resilience

and adaptability not mentioned in this training? Discuss it

with the group.

Your city hall has implemented a new policy regarding tax

collection. You don’t like the new procedure as you find it

difficult to understand. On the other hand, it is an

automated process and takes less time than before. Explain

how you would adapt to it pointing out the benefits.

Imagine that on your way back home, your means of

transport breaks down. You need to get home quickly, so can

you think about a different way of getting back home? How

many different possibilities can you name to get home?

E X E R C I S E



Making connections

Asking questions

Making observations

Creativity and innovation

We call creativity the ability to think about an

issue in a new or different way, with a different

perspective, or the ability to use the imagination

to generate new ideas or new points of view.

Creativity gives you the chance to solve complex

problems and look for interesting ways to

approach tasks. It means to face certain

situations from a different and unique point of

view; it means not to be afraid of thinking out-of-

the-box. This is very valuable in the cultural and

creative field.

There are several kinds of creative skills that

you can practice to become more creative in the

workplace. Following the Indeed employment

website, if you use these several kinds of

creative skills, they can be effective in helping

you think differently about a problem or a task.

They include:

Networking

Experimenting



How do you think a person can improve his/her creativity by

using the tips above? Give different examples (for instance, by

asking questions we can find and learn new ways of doing

certain tasks).

The circle challenge: on paper, draw 15 small circles (they

need to look the same). Then set a stopwatch for thirty

seconds. Turn each circle into a unique and different picture.

This exercise will help you to think-out-of-the-box and

quicker. Check what the rest of the attendees have done. Do

they look similar?

E X E R C I S E

Leadership

Leadership has to do with the ability to lead teams in a correct

and non-imposing way. It is the ability to excite your team and

guide them to achieve common goals. A real leader is the one

able to get excited about a work project and being able to

transmit it and spread it to the rest. Leaders need to inspire

their workers to go beyond. A good leader is the one who gives

real feedback to the team, provides rewards when necessary

and recognizes the good value and work of other members.

Leadership talks about setting effective, appropriate and

realistic goals and encouraging the team members to get them.

A good leader is also able to diligently delegate.



The attendees sit down in a big circle. One of them gets out for

a moment, while the rest choose a leader among them. In this

game, the leader will start making certain kinds of

movements (for example, touching her nose, or clapping

hands…). The one that went out, returns and sits down in the

centre of the circle – surrounded by the rest-. The purpose of

this game is that the person in the center must guess who the

leader is, while the people are “following” the leader's

movements in silence. Have you guessed who the leader is?

E X E R C I S E

Problem solving

Problem solving skills refers to the

capability of solving complex problems and

the way we approach them. It has to do with

research and analysis. It is the act of

defining a problem, determining the cause of

it, identifying procedures, prioritizing them,

and selecting alternatives for a solution,

and implementing this solution. In short,

problem solving is the process of finding

solutions or different ways of solving

certain situations.



You can work in small teams. For this game, you will need a

full carton of eggs and construction material like plastic

wrap, balloons, rubber bands, corks, etc. Firstly, you will

provide an egg to each team and select a random construction

material. The task for each team is that they have to

construct a carrier for the egg and keep it from breaking.

Take a big map from a different city of yours. In different

small teams, propose the best way to get from point A to point

B. Explain your choice.

E X E R C I S E

What will you have for dinner tonight? Planning

What can I give my husband for our anniversary? Decision

making from different options.

We are driving in our car. The road is closed and we need to

get to our destination as soon as possible. How can we make

it? Choosing alternatives.

Problem solving skills can be trained and improved even through

our daily life and routine. Some ways of training your problem

solving skills are the following ones:



 First of all, we question the assumptions or prejudices by

evaluating the context and analysing different

perspectives. (Why does it have to be done in this specific

way? Maybe there are other possibilities for doing this).

 We ponder that assumption or judgement and debate

about the implementation of new solutions by adding

different points of view that will bring us to new logical

conclusions (I should try to implement or change the

former process).

Critical thinking

It is the ability to evaluate our past decisions and be able to

admit that there are other ways to deal with the situation. It

wants to delve into the practices and different strategies that

allow us to evaluate our decisions. It is not about looking for

errors or mistakes, but about identifying arguments. It is about

analyzing a certain situation/moment and being able to avoid

judgments and leave prejudices behind. We use our critical

thinking skills when we prioritize data among beliefs, comments

or opinions. We can think of critical thinking as the circle we go

through when:

1.

2.



We can try to break this cycle all the time, as in general,

people are a bit scared of changes and they just perpetuate the

original way of doing something. Critical thinking is about

questioning what we thought could not be done or handled in

any other different way. It involves analyzing, reasoning and

evaluation. 

An open-minded perspective will help us to develop good

critical thinking skills. Critical thinking is also involved when

you defend your point of view by including examples and

evidence.

Optical illusions: the theater will show the group different

pictures. All of them are optical illusions. Can you guess what

it has been drawn? (Including some optical illusions pictures).

We will divide the classroom mates into two different groups.

We will debate about a certain topic (Would it be a good idea to

raise the minimum voting age to 21? ). Group A will defend “NO”,

and group B will defend “YES”. Please use arguments to expose

your Group’s point of view. The purpose of the exercise is to

question everything and to be able to gain more skills in

evaluating and analyzing different perspectives.

E X E R C I S E



Teamwork skills

Teamwork skills are a big topic and for

some people it would include a wide range

of other different skills in it. It refers to

your ability to work well with other

people, in both a one-on-one capacity and in

a group setting. It also includes conflict

management, active listening and

reliability. Teamwork is an organized way

of working among several people in order

to achieve common goals. In teamwork, the

skills of the members are complementary,

since they strive for a common goal, shared

by all team members. It is based on the

principle of open and direct communication

and commitment. Trust in other members is

basic and essential for achieving

objectives. Teamwork is essential as it

helps create synergies (individual

knowledge has a greater impact when

added to others). It also helps to

strengthen companies in situations of

change, since strong and united teams are

less permeable to crisis contexts.



Divide the groups in teams of two and have the players sit

back to back. One team member will be given a picture of an

object or landscape/city. Without saying what it is, the other

member of the team must describe the image, without using

words that will directly describe the subject.

To do list game. Outdoors game: divided in small groups (3-4

people), you must complete the “To Do List” that your teacher

will give you. The winners are the team members that first

accomplish the mission (To Do List – take a picture of a big

window, take a picture of someone who wears funny socks,

bring an object that may be used for opening doors)

E X E R C I S E



2.3. DIGITAL COMPETENCIES

Nowadays businesses have two big dimensions: the offline dimension,

so that is the traditional one, and the online dimension, which has to

do with the digital part of it (website, online communication…). Both

of them evolve often and quickly, but we must pay attention to the

high level and being updated. It may change almost from one day to

the next one. This must keep me vigilant.

Penetration of digital technology into human life is a

feature of modern society. This is explained by the

progress in information technology and

telecommunications. Economy’s digital development

issues are accompanied by increased entrepreneurial

activity, an increase in the quantity and quality of

digital competencies. As written in the Journal

Entrepreneurship Education website, in the modern

digital world, the more competencies of digital

entrepreneurship a person possesses, the more likely

it is for this person to cope with the business

challenges that (s)he faces. Accordingly, the lack of

certain digital entrepreneurship competencies

reduces this person’s effectiveness in business

activities on a background of the economy’s further

digitalization. 



The so-called digital competencies are transversal skills and can

be trained by learning and by daily use. Digital competence is an

intersectional competence that involves knowing how to use digital

technologies in a critical, collaborative, and creative way. Digital

competences are increasingly important for business development.

Competences implies having the ability to learn, identify problematic

situations, and use what one knows to solve problems and continue

learning. Competences are developed throughout life and allow

individuals to resolve a diverse range of problems. Digital

competence is related to many aspects of life (work, leisure,

communication) and requires more than technical abilities and

knowledge, since it also requires having the confidence to use

technology while maintaining a critical attitude towards it.

According to The Failure Institute, digital competence involves a mix

of knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to various ends

(communication, creative expression, information management,

personal development), domains (everyday life, work, privacy and

security, legal aspects), and levels (cognitive and competitive). 



Let’s deepen a bit (we will talk further in Module 2):

Software: Operating systems, applications, web browsers, games or

programs. We have, for example, Microsoft Windows, macOS,

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel or internet browsers like Google,

Chrome or Safari.

Hardware: Physical components of the computer. This includes the

keyboard, monitor, mouse, printer or the Central Processing Unit

(CPU).

Internet vs. different uses of computer: we can use a computer

without any internet connection. We could use the computer to

write an essay or to check our photos. But, if we want to send or

share the documents or photographs, then, we will need an internet

connection.

Digital tools: Digital tools are all the programs, websites, programs

and different online resources that can help us to finish the task in

a proper way. These may include Google Maps or Google Drive,

Surveymonkey, Dropbox,Twitter, etc

Emails tools: They are all the post-programs that help us to send

emails. Most are for free, and there is no need of specifical

computing knowledge to use them, like Hotmail or Gmail.



Using internet, use a browser to get the following information:

We will talk and discuss your latest acquisition of

product/service on the internet. What was it? How often do

you shop on the internet? Can you name some e-commerce

stores or e-market places? 

Can you name more digital tools? Which ones do you use for e-

meetings or video conferences? Which digital tools do you use

to communicate with relatives or friends?

Browsers: We access the internet through them. They allow us to

view and visit all the websites. Some examples are Internet

Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Apple Safari.

E X E R C I S E

-  Paella recipe

- Date of birth of Leonardo Da Vinci

- Where is the city of Santa Marta? Is it by the sea?



2.4. ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET

believe in their ability to succeed and influence their own

outcomes, empowering them to take ownership of their lives.

have compelling goals that keep them future-focused and

intrinsically motivated, driving them to be self-directed,

action-oriented, and highly engaged.

have an optimistic interpretation of adverse events and see

problems as potential opportunities, becoming highly resilient,

resourceful, and solution-oriented even within highly

uncertain, resource constrained environments.

be lifelong knowledge seekers with a focus on micro-

experiments as learning opportunities to test ideas,

cultivating curiosity, creativity, and critical thinking.

display a high-level of reliability, understanding that

following through on simple solutions can lead to unforeseen

opportunities.

have a humanistic outlook, being other-focused and

understanding that one creates value by looking to solve

problems for others.

surround themselves with an intentional community of positive

influence and critical guidance.

An entrepreneurial mindset is a specific set of beliefs, knowledge,

and thought processes that drives entrepreneurial behaviour. The

Entrepreneurial Learning Iniciative says that those with an

entrepreneurial mindset tend to:



Following The Entrepreneurial Learning Iniciative website, it is

important to note that successful entrepreneurs are often touted

as exceptional individuals; a rare breed who seem to have been born

with unique hereditary traits. 

An entrepreneurial mindset can be developed and enhanced through

entrepreneurial experiences. As we can read on The Entrepreneurial

Learning Iniciative, to cultivate the entrepreneurial mindset, we

must create entrepreneurial learning experiences within our

classrooms, organizations and communities. 

It also involves an empowering belief, being

confident of your opinions and actions. An

entrepreneurial mindset also comprises

believing in yourself. Self-confidence is one of

the most important pillars to achieve our goals.

Entrepreneurs look optimistic but, at the same

time, they must be realistic. Sometimes, being

pragmatic and having a down to earth

perspective is also crucial to face the facts and

look for creative solutions. They must have

their feet on the ground but it does not mean

that they must follow the ordinary path.

Standing for yourself and defending your own

opinions, points of view and executions’ way may

help you to get to an entrepreneurial mindset.



We should not forget that an entrepreneurial mindset also includes

the lack of fear of failure as entrepreneurs are courageous and

brave. They do not allow their fear of failure to prevent them from

going for what they want to achieve.

An entrepreneurial mindset forces them not to stay too long in their

comfort zone. They actually look for new situations and

opportunities to test themselves. They want to get out of their safe

and controlled area in order to acquire more skills. Entrepreneurs

are strong and resilient people who are always looking for

creative solutions to their problems. Leaving the comfort zone

forces them to be more alert and to see what they can learn from

the new context.

Getting out of the comfort zone will track them to the growth zone,

which is the goal of it. 

Comfort Zone (feel safe and in control)

Fear Zone (lack of self-confidence,

anxiety)

Learning Zone (developing and acquiring

new skills)

Growth Zone (live dreams and set new

goals)

We can represent it like this:

1.

2.

3.

4.



2.5. OTHER SKILLS (LANGUAGE SKILLS OR FINANCIAL SKILLS)

In order to run a business we need to have and to develop multiple

and various types of skills. We have already talked about some of

them, but we can not skip the language skills or the financial ones.

Both of them are also very important if we want to set up a business

in any field. Please remember that we all can get better on them if

we work hard and practice.

Talking about language skills, they are not only the knowledge of

the language and grammar itself, but also the way people

communicate to each other, how they mark the distance between

categories, like seller-buyer or supplier-customer. It is about how

direct or indirect they are when using the language and it

absolutely involves the culture of the place we are in. 

In order to use and adapt the way to speak to your audience,

whoever they are, you need to know if you are living in a country

where people are extremely polite or direct, as you would need to

adapt the way you communicate by using more polite expressions or

going straight to the point, for instance.

We need to note that, normally, when we are

speaking in a oral conversation we tend to be

more natural and easy going than when we

write a letter. Language skills comprise all of

them.



1. Listening: learning from others. It is very important to

pay attention to others, so you can copy the way they

communicate. It is also very important to analyse the

context they are speaking in, as it will help you to get to

the best “language adaptation”. For example, you would

need to use different words or expressions if you can

target older people or a teenage audience.

2. Speaking: copying how others speak. Sometimes we can

use their expressions and words by imitation. Context is

also very relevant as it will guide us about the

communication-manner we will need to use.

3. Reading: while reading newspapers, books, letters or

articles we can learn how to adapt our vocabulary to

different contexts. 

4. Writing: reproducing and adapting the language or

slang. We must note the difference between writing to

the Council to get some financial benefits than writing a

short post about a certain creation or a cooking recipe.

Each group, audience or readers claims a different

language approach.

We can divide language skills in four main groups, as follows:



Regarding the financial skills, they are the ones that help us to

analyse and evaluate the financial resources needed to set up a

business. We are not talking about deep knowledge of maths, but to

be updated about the financial and economical part of the business.

This may include searching for different funding sources,

controlling financial activities or being able to track and manage

financial transactions.

First of all, we strongly recommend keeping your personal and

business finances separate. Second, you will need to keep all

invoices with you for several years, so it is highly recommended to

work hard on a weekly basis on the financial part of the business,

so you can go little by little creating your own budget. In case of

unforeseen expenses you will be much more prepared to face it and

to find a solution if you have been working closely with the finance

of your business. Be tidy and neat with receipts, invoices and

financial documents as you may need them. We will develop this part

of financial skills/ knowledge in module 12, where we will talk

about financial instruments and how to finance an enterprise.



Language Skills. Explain to your partners which type of

language you would use in the following situations. Give

concrete examples of the sentences you would write/tell.

E X E R C I S E

1. You are telephoning your city hall in order to be explained

how your new business can be funded.

2. You are going to post a short video about the new events

to come in your city regarding your small art gallery.

3. In your blog, you are going to write about your new

product and its benefits.



The preparation of the project involves

a lot of work, effort, time and energy.

However, it is essential to have

previously worked on it, in a methodical

way, to be able to start a new project,

a new idea that will become a business.

 

It is about analyzing, evaluating,

breaking down and examining the

original idea of   the project that we

want to carry out in order to study its

viability and real possibility of

starting it up.

We need to take out time and foresee

what we want to do and where we

want to be in the future, regarding our

project. It will take time to shape our

idea and bring it to life. For sure it will

require time and effort.

Unit 3 – Preparation of the project work.

The idea of my project.



Idea = passion

Purpose 

There are a lot of things to take into consideration but we can

mainly talk about the following ones:

It is very important that we just focus our energy to develop a

project we believe in and that we actually want to work with. Think

carefully and twice. This is not a sprint but a marathon. It is crucial

to work on something we like or we have deep knowledge as it will

help us in future steps. But it is very important that you don’t feel

held back by the fact you don’t know about a certain topic, since it

should not prevent you from achieving your goals. Information can

always be found. We suggest getting as much information as

possible regarding the sector you would like to work in. Even taking

a course would be a great and valuable idea. The more knowledge

you have, the better you can face the setting up project.

What problem do we want to solve? We must think about the

solution that we give to the people, to the audience about a certain

problem that we want to solve. Does our product or service provide

our customers what they really need? We suggest writing down a

short summary of your project idea, so it could be easily explained

to someone unfamiliar with it. This definition of the project will help

you to get clear ideas about your future business. 



Planning and appraisal

Value is the key

Economic viability

We need to decompose every business idea into all the processes

that the business is formed by. After that, all of them need to be

evaluated under detailed appraisal. What do I need to complete the

different processes that my product has? We need to check what we

need in order to execute our business idea (we might need an office,

or get some music instruments, or buy certain types of clothes or

electronic devices...).

All activities must be taken into account in order to be evaluated.

Do they add any value? Nowadays, as consumers, we have

everything we may need. So we look for new things, services,

products or experiences that give us something more, a “plus”, that

is, we are looking for services or experiences with significant added

value. This added value can be offered in so many different ways,

but it is a key factor of success. We must differentiate our service,

product or experience from any other. 

We have already talked a bit about this main issue and will develop

more content in other units. But, of course, it is absolutely

mandatory to make a previous economic plan if we want to succeed

in business. This economic viability includes also a true cost/benefit

analysis.



After these steps we might initiate our activity. The execution of the

project involves monitoring and controlling all aspects, processes

and activities within it. Through this kind of appraisal we can check

if all processes are working properly, or not. It will help us to

verify which kind of changes we need to take or any other

modification we need to adjust. This monitoring and evaluating part

is a never-ending part that will need to be implemented. With it we

want to know if things are being done in a proper way.

Think about your own business idea (5 minutes). Write down in a

paper a two-line summary in order to explain it briefly. Explain

to your partners what you want to do. Let them tell you their

ideas, pros and cons about your project.

Mr. X is working on his business idea. Although he has been

working for several years as a hotel receptionist he wants to

set up a small tropical fruit store. He knows nothing about

fruit and has no contacts in this field. What would you suggest

to Mr. X before setting up his business? Would it be risky to

open a tropical fruit store? Explain your answers and debate

about different points of view.

E X E R C I S E



1. What is the meaning of coaching? Choose from the following

options:

Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  M O D U L E  1

a. Coaching is a way of helping others to learn and a form of

development

b. Coaching means helping other professionals

c. Coaching means encouraging 

d. Coaching is a synonym of cheerleader

2. Critical thinking, teamwork and resilience are…

a. Hard skills

b. Soft skills

c. Entrepreneurial mindset

d. They are part of the team work skills

3. What comes next after the comfort zone?

a. New zone

b. Fear Zone

c. Forbidden Zone

d. Learning Zone



4. To have an entrepreneurial mindset involves…

a. To be scared of new challenges

b. Having a in-depth financial knowledge

c. To be rich

d. The ability to succeed and have an optimistic interpretation

of adverse events and see problems as potential

opportunities, among other aspects.

5. What is the meaning of hardware?

Give some examples.

a. Operating systems, applications, web

browsers.

b. To be a tough woman.

c. Physical components of the computer.

Examples: keyboard, monitor, mouse or

printer.

d. Hardware means computers.



Online Exercises:

1. Choose one of the soft skills we have been talking about in this

Chapter. Write a short essay regarding it and link it to your own

experience. How can you improve it during your daily routine?

(100-150 words).

2. Email exercise: divide the classmates in groups of two. One of

you must write an email to the other one attaching certain PDF

documentation. Your colleague must reply to your email by

attaching a different document to the email.

3. My business Idea. It is time for you to start developing your

business idea! Take your time and think carefully about the type

of business you want to develop. We suggest following the five-

step-preparation and answer these questions in the meantime:

What do I want to do? Do I know this sector of work? How

can I improve my knowledge? Do I have contacts in this

sector? 

What is my purpose? We suggest writing down a short

summary of your project idea, so it could be easily

explained to someone unfamiliar with it.



What do I need to complete the different processes that my

product has? Decompose the total process of your business

idea into small activities. Explain them. How can I monitor

them to check if they are working properly?

Regarding the activities, do they add more value to my

product? How can I differ from any other?

Is my business economically viable? Make a small

economical plan to explain it further.
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Following the finnish education website Peda, we call

computers to any electronic device that operates under the

control of programs stored in its own memory unit. It is an

electronic machine that processes raw data to give

information as output. A computer is capable of storing large

amounts of data or instructions in a very small space.

Nowadays, we have not only the traditional computer, but

also laptops, tablets or even a smartphone. All computers

are made of electronic components and have some things in

common: they all have hardware and software. In Module 1 we

have talked a bit about their meaning but it is always good to

refresh it:

MODULE 2: COMPUTER LITERACY
Unit 1 - Basic things about computers 

Software are the operating

systems, data or programs to

execute specific tasks. For

instance, audio player, video

player, photo editor… We use any of

these programs to create a video

or to record a film or to edit some

pictures.



CPU 

Memory

Hard drive

Hardware, on the other hand, is any part of the computer

that has a physical structure. It divides into the inside parts

of the computer. Some examples are the monitor or the mouse.

Inside the computer case are various components that allow

the computer to run:

The Central Processing Unit, so-called CPU, does nearly all

the calculation. It is the main microchip in the computer and

its main purpose is distributing tasks to all other parts of

the computer. 

RAM (Random Access Memory) is the most important “memory”

of the computer as it keeps within it data or programs used.

It stores and retrieves digital data. We could say that the

hard drive is the warehouse of the computer. It keeps data

even after the power is turned off or until the user decides

to erase it.



Besides this basic knowledge of the

different parts of a computer, we would

like to talk and develop the meaning of

operating systems. What is it? An operating

system is a software which performs all

the basic tasks like file management,

memory management, process management,

handling input and output, and controlling

peripheral devices such as disk drives or

printers, le's Android OS.

In groups of two or three confirm if they are

Hardware or Software? Google Chrome? Skype?

USB? Printers? Video player? Mouse?

Your teacher will show a picture of a computer

that includes some other components. Can you

name them? Do you know what they are made

for?

EXERCICES:

following the Tutorial Point website. They

also point to some relevant functions of an

operating system like the memory

management, the processor management or

the control over the system performance.

Some examples are Apple macOS, Microsoft

Windows or Google.



Let’s start from the very beginning. We can say that

nowadays the internet is everywhere, but do we really know

what the internet is? The Internet is a system of computer

networks. It allows us to get information, to share photos,

and to collect data from almost everywhere. In order to get

into the internet, we need to connect our electronic device to

a network (private or public – preferentially a private one)

and right after that, we can surf the internet, read

worldwide newspapers or buy things from a store in another

country. The Internet has broken all barriers and borders.

Maybe it would be fair to say that if your business is not in

internet, then you don’t have a “real· business”. It will

absolutely help you to enlarge our audience and our target

group and thanks to the internet our products can be sold in

places really far from our homes.

In short, the internet is the network that will connect

ourselves and our business to the rest of the world. This

technology is at our fingertips so let’s embrace it and

connect to the internet!

Unit 2 – Wifi and how to access to it



Wifi is the mobile technology that connects different devices

(like computers, laptops or smartphones) to the internet. This

technology allows us to interconnect wirelessly. We will

not get indeepth into this technology but we need to know

that thanks to it the world is much more easily

interconnected and the internet is available to almost

everyone. Wifi is a wireless network that, as its name

already says, does not need a cable connection to get into the

internet. We will explain how it works:

 

2 . 1 .  W I F I  A N D  H O W  I T  W O R K S

Photo The Peerless-AV blog / Wireless Router Network Diagram

We can find a simple explanation of how the Wireless router

Works on the The Peerless-AV blog, they explain that a

computer’s wireless adapter translates data into a radio

signal and transmits it using its internal antenna, although

the radio frequencies are different from the ones use in the

car radios or walkies-talkies. A wireless router receives the

signal and decodes it back to its initial data stream. The

router then sends that data stream over a hard-wired

Ethernet connection to the Internet. This process also works

the same in reverse, which enables 2-way communication.



Most of us got a smartphone which is connected to the

internet. We have a network-name for it that includes a

password. Once the password is entered we can surf the

internet from our mobiles. Even at home, if we have an

internet connection we have a network-name for it and, of

course, a password. We can get into the internet if we

connect to our “network” and include the password.

Moreover, if we have at home a wireless router it will allow

us to connect to the internet from different devices. Now we

know that wifi is the technology that allows us to surf the

internet from different devices at the same time. We just

require one relevant element, which is a router, that

manages all the connections to the internet. We can say that

the modem is inside of it. Through it, and once the password is

included, we can surf the internet.

2 . 2 .  W I F I  A N D  I N T E R N E T  C O N N E C T I O N
F O R  E V E R Y O N E !

Photo DLink website.

https://eu.dlink.com/es/es/support/faq/routers/mydlink-routers/dir-

880l/es_dir-880l_conectar_mi_ordenador_wi_fi_a_mi_router

https://eu.dlink.com/es/es/support/faq/routers/mydlink-routers/dir-880l/es_dir-880l_conectar_mi_ordenador_wi_fi_a_mi_router


Look for the Wireless intensity Connection button

(normally close to the time and date). Click on it.

Select from the list the Wireless network you want to

connect to. 

If you want to connect any device to the internet on a

wireless basis just follow the next steps and get helped by

the images:

2 . 3 .  H O W  C A N  I  C O N N E C T  M Y  C O M P U T E R
T O  W I R E L E S S  I N T E R N E T  C O N N E C T I O N  A T
H O M E ?

Photo Brand X Internet

brandx.net/support/computers-networking/windows-

10-network-configuration/windows-10-

networking.html

Click the “connect” button and it will ask you for the

password.

Photo DLink website.

https://eu.dlink.com/es/es/support/faq/routers/mydl

ink-routers/dir-880l/es_dir-

880l_conectar_mi_ordenador_wi_fi_a_mi_router

Your computer will be now connected. And it will

automatically do so whenever it will be close to the

router. It works the same for smartphones.

https://eu.dlink.com/es/es/support/faq/routers/mydlink-routers/dir-880l/es_dir-880l_conectar_mi_ordenador_wi_fi_a_mi_router


We advise you to always use private networks (using a

password which is not known by all of the people), without

being for public use. The networks of some of these places

(from airports to coffee shops) are networks with low

security in which your personal, banking or photo data can be

compromised. Please take into consideration that there are

different ways of connections, without signing a home

internet contract. Other possible options are:

Mobile hotspot: 

Mobile hotspot allows you to share your

telephone's mobile data connection with other

devices. Going further, WiFi hotspots are Internet

access points that allow you to connect to a WiFi

network using your smartphone or laptop when you

are away from your (home) network.

MiFi:

 It is a portable router that acts as a hotspot for

your electronic device (a cell phone, tablet, or a

computer). You can connect to Wi-Fi without

worrying about using your cellular or mobile data.

Although MiFi is a Brand name we actually use it to

describe a wireless router that works as a mobile

WiFi hotspot (we already have talked about WiFi

hotspot before).

 



EXERCISES:

Divide the classroom in groups of three. Comment in your

groups how many electronic devices you have at home. Do you

connect to the internet at home or at work? Do you use a

Wireless connection? 

Unit 3 – Introduction to Office Tools 

Office Tools are a type of application software. They help us

with all the office and administrative tasks. These programs

assist the users to work and manage large amounts of

information, data and documents. Thanks to them we can

create datasheets, curriculums, presentations, databases,

reports, dossiers and so many more.The tools help the users

to be more efficient and accurate in their results. So in this

case, users can perform such tasks repeatedly with less

time and effort, paraphrasing the Toppr website. As they

also explain in their web site, these Office Tools include

software such as word processors, presentation tools,

spreadsheets, database systems, email tools, among others.

Some examples of them can be Microsoft Word, WorPad or

LibreOffice. In the next lines we will explain some of the most

important and relevant tools to know about:



Word Processor Tool:

It is actually the tool we are using now to write and present

this training. It is used for administrative written purposes

since it helps to prepare a lot of different kind of documents:

a curriculum, a report, some notes, a short story...

It assists to create new text and give it a certain format. We

can change its aspect and manipulate it. Of course we can

save it for later or erase it. A Word processor helped to edit

new or saved documents and got many different other tasks,

like checking grammar checks in different languages,

searching for certain key-words, establishing margins,

adding images, changing the type and size of the text or its

color as well as setting headers or footers. We encourage

you to follow any tutorial on the internet to improve your

knowledge in Word processors.



Presentation Tool:

It is the software that helps us to make presentations by

slides. We can copy-paste the text in these “pages” called

slides and add different images while we give a nice format

to the text. It allows us to manipulate it and add some

pictures, audio, graphics. Some examples can be PowerPoint

or Google Slides.

Spreadsheet Tool:

It helps the user to present a comprehensive information of

the data. The spreadsheet is formed by cells (intersection of

a row and column). It contains additional features like

graphs, charts, 3D graphs, tables, etc in order to make our

documents much more understandable. This software stores

the data and has various formulas to be inserted. It helps

with calculations (addition, 



subtraction, multiplication, finding the average. We can name

MS-Excel or Google Sheets among the most important. It is a

very recommendable tool to use for calculation and it helps

to prepare budgets so we encourage you to follow any

tutorial on the internet regarding the Spreadsheet tool. 

So in short we can say that the Office Tools are helpful for

many daily administrative routines as it assists with files

and reports and stores many useful and relevant

information for our business. They help us to manipulate and

add comments on their files, edit pictures or videos, organize

files or data and analyze and make calculations on them.

We absolutely encourage you to keep on working on these

Office Tools on your own and discover how many tips they

can offer you. They will simplify your administrative daily

routine and help you to organize your financial data and

information. 



Present a budget to a new distributor

Write a letter to the Council

Prepare an invoice of a customer

Make a short presentation for a workshop with a group

of other entrepreneurs to look for business synergies

EXERCISES:

Working in classroom in groups of 2, please confirm which

kind of software Office tool you will use for the following

examples:

Unit 4 – Social Platforms

According to Technopedia.com, a social platform is a web-

based technology that enables the development, deployment

and management of social media solutions and services. It

provides the ability to create social media websites and

services with complete social media network functionality.

Social media helps us to communicate with people who are

physically far from us, they also help to share information,

data, comments or ideas. 



We are referring to Facebook, Instagram, Tik Tok, Twitter,

Linkedin or YouTube. They are now the engine of our

communication, the way to establish new relations,

conversations and shopping. It is basic for us to know how to

use them and it will be a good idea to surf on them, get an

account for free and post new comments, ideas, videos or

photos.

Social platforms are, nowadays, the former town square, a

meeting point to meet friends, relatives, to get informed

about the community or news from far away, in short, they

are a place to interact with people you may know or you may

not know yet. This is a very extensive topic so, in order to

provide more information, we attach some weblinks in the

Educator’s toolkit so you can learn more about their

functionality and uses.



Social media are interactive digital channels of

communications and facilitate the creation of virtual

communities and networks, while social platforms could be

considered the system of spreading information through the

internet as it is actually a system for disseminating

information over the internet and a form of electronic

communication.

We connect to social media platforms through our

computers, laptops and more over, using our smartphones.

This is the so-called Mobile Social Media. One of the main

differences from others is that they incorporate the

current location of the user. Mobile social media tools,

according to Wikiwand website, can be used for marketing

research, communication, sales promotions or discounts,

informal employee learning or organizational development,

relationship development like loyalty programs, and e-

commerce.

All the people and all professions take advantage of the

social media platforms, as they allow users to be creative

and quick. Most of the football clubs communicate with their

fans through them and inform them about new relevant

updates, impressions, new players… 



Also politicians have got their own public profile to

communicate with the audience, updating data, publishing

any new event going on or simply informing about any news.

It fosters citizen participation while interacting with

citizens.

It is not only used to entertain. For example, journalists

are among the ones that use social media quite often. 

We can confirm that businesses, wherever their field is, use

social media tools for the same purpose: to improve their

sales. Thanks to social media platforms entrepreneurs can

easily interact with his/her target and get to know them

much better. They take the best out of it and promote their

brand on different social media to spread the word about

their products, services or about any event related to

their business.



We encourage you to open a free account in most of them, so

you can already start to check how connected the world

can be. In order to open an account just enter the website (it

can be Facebook, Linkedin or Twitter) on your browser and

fill in the mandatory personal details. From that moment

on, you will be connected to the rest of the users and will

let you get to a broader audience and promote your

business for free. In next modules we will develop these

contents and explain why promoting on the internet is a

good idea for new entrepreneurs. Take into consideration

that communication channels are the bridges that connect

us to our target audience and this interaction is essential.

We need to be sure on which social media platform we want

to be, as their audience may be radically different

Do you know Facebook? In groups of 3 we ask you to

create a group on Facebook and a first post.

Divide the classmates in groups of 2 or 3. Between you

tell the rest how many free accounts you already

have on different social media. Which one do you use

the most? Do you think that these social platforms

can be useful for promoting small businesses? Explain

your answer.

EXERCISES:



More than 30 experts have joined the initiative as part of their CSR

activities, so businesses can now get help in the following 4 areas

free of charge: leadership support, business models rethinking,

online marketing/online platforms, management of change. In

Style Magazin created a closed Facebook (#vegyelhazait) group

for creative makers in order to create a community, stimulate the

purchase of locally produced products and draw attention to the

local solution of a global problem. They also created a website

(vegyelhazait.hu) which works as a webshop with over 3200

products. They organize promotional events where the members

can participate in order to get more visibility. The Facebook group

has gained almost 400000 members, the website has 17000

registered users, over 3200 products in the webshop, which has

lead to a large number of purchases of domestic products.Similar

initiatives also appeared on the local market: eg. „Budapest Select

Store“ with 40 designers (started in December 2020) or the

„Designerwebshop“ which was an initiative of WAMP, a successful

applied arts fair since 2006, in order to enable their designer

community to sales even in times when the fair would not take

place due to the pandemic.



Information research includes processes, data, information,

and the application of different methods to find out more

about a particular subject. Nowadays, information research

is mainly done via the Internet. Research on the Internet has

a lot of advantages for example quick access to information,

cost-effectiveness, diversity, and more. On the other hand, it

brings some risks which include uncertainty over the validity

of the collected information, unknown sources, or even

instability. Therefore, before any research, you have to

consider all the cons and pros that are related to the

information research by using the Internet. To find some

specific information on the Internet, you can use web

browsers or research catalogs. The web browser is a

software program that takes you anywhere on the internet. 

Thanks to the internet browser you can find different types

of information like text, images, or videos from anywhere in

the world.

Unit 5 - Information research 



The web browser re-collects information from different

websites and displays them on your computer or mobile phone.

The researched information is transferred using the Hypertext

Transfer Protocol, which defines how text, images, and video are

transmitted on the web. The current offer of the internet

browsers is very wide, you can choose from Mozilla Firefox,

Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Opera a Safari, etc. Each browser

looks slightly different and may have different additional

features. To understand how to search for information by using

a specific browser, we show you some practical hints that will

help you with your research. Thanks to them you will be able to

work more effectively and faster. For your practical

demonstration, we decided to use a well-known and most used

web browser – Google.



3. Excluding some terms from the defined keyword – by using

a minus (-) symbol, the browser excludes all websites that

do not contain the word after the minus sign.

2. Specific research with one defined keyword – if you want

to find just exact keywords in the order you have to use

quotations (" "). Adding the quotations, the browser finds just

the exact phrase.

4. One exact research from two different keywords – if you

want to find the results that are about one defined keyword

or another, but nothing else, you can use your modifier (OR).

This modifier gives you more accurate results.

1. Basic research with one defined keyword (e.g. work from

home) – the browser finds all websites that contain the

keyword in any order and number.



EXERCISES:

How can you specify keywords on the

browser? By using: 
a) minus symbol (-)

b) quotations (" ")

c) no specific symbol

For what is the symbol minus used on the

browser?
a) to exclude the word after minus

b) to include the word after minus        

c) to define specific file types

If you want to search for a PDF file type, what

do you have to write on the browser?
a) filetype:pdf

b) pdf:filetype 

c) filetype: “pdf”

In groups of 3 write down 3 web browsers

that you know.

5. Specific file types – if you are searching for a specific kind

of file that includes your defined keyword. Firstly, you have

to define the file type (for example PDF), after that write on

the browser the following phrase (filetype: pdf) and your

keyword.



As useful as the digital world can be, it’s not foolproof.

Everything from internet connectivity issues to problems

with device functionality can stop you from getting work

done. Before you can start solving your problems, you’ll

need to figure out what’s going on with your tech. You might

wonder why you would bother figuring out how to solve

technical problems for yourself if you could call your IT

team to do the work for you. The simple answer is that

learning how to rectify these issues now makes you more

self-sufficient in the future. If you know how to solve the

issues that could be damaging your productivity in a matter

of seconds, you can save yourself a lot of time and disruption

when something goes wrong.

Unit 6 - How to react when having a

technical problem 

https://www.carlpullein.com/blog/how-your-productivity-system-should-be-working/25/10/2017


Find a relevant button/menu item and click it. 

If you’re trying to fix a problem, restart the device.

Search online for a solution using a few relevant

keywords.

This section contains some brief explanations regarding the

different steps in the following chart. These explanations can

help you better understand what to do and why to do it:

In most cases, something relevant should be easy to find. Try to

play around with the options and settings a bit if you’re not sure

what to do. Often, you can find the solution easily yourself if

you’re just willing to look for it and try things out.

 Doing this solves a huge amount of technical issues. If you’re not

sure how to restart your device, search online for instructions.

Make sure that you’re restarting the device itself, and not just

the screen if the two are separate. Note that it’s generally

preferable to turn the device off completely, wait 10 seconds,

and then turn it back on; this is because it sometimes takes a

while for all the components to power down, and for the

capacitors to discharge.

https://superuser.com/questions/865104/turn-off-router-for-10-seconds-quantifiable


Consider whether this is worth the trouble. 

Odds are that someone has encountered this issue before. If

they did, there will often be a digital record of the solution

online. If you’re not sure which keywords to use, pretend that

you’re asking a tech expert for help, and use the same

keywords that you would use when explaining to the expert

what you’re trying to do.

Often, trying to figure out how to use a certain feature can be

much more work than trying to do the same thing using a

different feature. Similarly, some issues are so minor that

they’re not worth the time and effort. The steps up here

require only a small amount of effort and have a high success

rate, which is why this is a good cutoff point for deciding

whether to continue searching for a solution.

https://effectiviology.com/wp-content/uploads/Not-worth-it-to-solve-issue.png


Post the question on a relevant forum or contact tech

support.

Ask someone for help. 

This can help in cases where you can’t find the solution yourself.

The benefit of asking for help in a relevant forum is that you can

usually reach a high concentration of experts, who will

sometimes be able to answer in a minute questions that you would

have otherwise spent hours trying to find the answer to. 

If you decide to ask someone for help, make sure to tell them what

you already tried. This can help them find a solution, and it shows

that you put some effort into solving the issue before coming to

them. Keep in mind that unless they are experts on the topic, they

will probably follow the same steps outlined here, though they

might be able to find something that you missed. This is also often

true for hired, professional help. 

Even if you are not a tech expert, you can solve nearly all

technical issues by using a simple, systematic approach.



Yes

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

1. Do you have access to a computer in your house? 

2. From 1 to 5, grade your knowledge about 
using computers:         1       2       3       4       5        

using the internet:      1       2       3       4       5 

operating with office tools:       1       2       3       4       5        

knowing how to fix problems when they occur:        1       2       3       4       5        

how do find the information I need?:       1       2       3       4       5        

3. Would you decide on promoting your items on the internet via

social media?

 

4. Would you know how to get wi-fi access? 

Survey



By the end of this module we will be able to answer a key

question about how social media (or other digital marketing

tools) can help in the development of my business. Through

the analysis and description of digital communication tools

for promotion, we will be able to develop the right

communication strategy and the right channel with our

target group and evaluate its impact on them. We will talk

about how to produce digital content or how often we need to

post. 

Our goal is to provide all attendees with the right skills to

develop their own digital communication strategy and take

advantage of the free promotion we can get from them.

Besides this, we will help them with different uses of these

platforms (distance meetings platforms, emails or instant

messaging platforms or data sharing tools).

MODULE 3: ANALYSIS AND
DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL

COMMUNICATION TOOLS FOR
PROMOTION



price: how much will my product/service cost? We may

say that the Price element is the more flexible

component of the marketing-mix, since it is easy to

modify, even in the short term. Price includes

psychological aspects as well as external and

internal factors, like characteristics of the market, of

the demand, competitors, costs…

First of all, let’s talk a bit about marketing, what it is and

what it is made for. Marketing refers to all the activities

developed and done by a company in order to pursue the

consumers to get his/her product, a certain service or the

activity he/she is promoting. Marketing activities pay

attention to the four P’s, the so-called “marketing-mix”:

Unit 1 – Digital Marketing. Promotion

with digital tools



product: it has to be with the emptiness we want to fill

in with our product, idea, service, performance or

experience. There are three levels in order to cover it:

place: it has to be with the distribution: online sales,

offline sales, pureplayers companies, etc. There are

different levels of distribution channels (direct, from

maker to consumer or indirect ones, including brokers

or other intermediaries).

promotion: it refers to all the activities related to

communication campaigns, such as advertising,

promoting, public relations, sponsorship, trade shows,

direct marketing, events and many more. The

communication strategy can be understood related to

only two concepts:

Core Benefit – the essential benefit we get from it and solving our

needs/problems. For example, a bar of soap helps us to wash

ourselves. It solves the main and basic needs.

Actual Product – It involves the product structure. It is the part

where we work on the differentiation from another competitor,

like the brand, design, presentation, packaging, enhanced features…

Augmented Product – All the extra attributes of products or

services, such as guarantee, different forms of payments,

installation, after-sales services, etc.

1.

2.

3.

It is based on a definition of a certain message

Which tools shall I use to spread the word in order to get to my

target?

1.

2.



Immediacy: they can have the marketing campaign

results in real time, that help us to make it more precise

and to change it every time needed.

Global reach: we can get to anyone connected to the

internet, wherever they are. Borders do not exist on the

internet.

So now that we know a little bit about marketing and its

purpose, do we know what digital marketing is about? We

call digital marketing to all the strategies developed by a

company focused on promoting its brand/name on the

internet. Its main difference from traditional marketing is

the exclusive use of online channels. This type of marketing

allows us to obtain statistics and an analysis of the results

in real time. Online channels are the communicating channels

related to the internet.

Digital marketing offers important benefits, such as:



Loyalty: Through the different tools of social media we can

get to know our target much better, so that means we can

make a more personalized message in order to create

loyalty and to get to our core client.

Accuracy on target: the more we know our customers the

better we can focus our message. It means that using the

right tools/online platforms can lead us directly to the

group of people we were exactly looking for.

The tittle of this unit is “Promotion with digital tools' '. We

need to separate two concepts that, even though most of the

time go together, have a main different meaning and use. They

are: advertising and promotion on digital tools. The first one

refers to the activities with an overcost that are focused on

long-term results. Promotion, on the other hand, is much

more recommendable for small businesses as they have no

overcost but a great impact instead.



Promotions refer to the entire set of activities that

communicate the product, brand, or service to the user. The

idea of promotion is to make people aware, attract and

induce them to buy the product, in preference over other

competitors. It is one of the four elements of the marketing

mix (we have already seen them before). There are several

means of promotions such as press releases, consumer

promotions like discount coupons, free distribution of

samples, rebate, offers, trial offers, contests, etc. 

The meaning and use of advertising, according to the creative

digital marketing agency Smart Touch, in Saudi Arabia, is a

technique used to persuade potential customers to buy the

product. Advertisements come in different ways through

various channels such as television, radio, magazines,

newspapers, billboards, posters, walls, buses, etc.

Smart Touch agency reminds us that one of the main types of

promotion is direct marketing. It mainly targets potential

customers. Social media marketing, internet marketing, and

email marketing are all types of direct marketing used by

most companies. For small businesses, promotion is a more

cost-efficient method for increasing sales and consumer

awareness resulting in short-term immediate gains. 



Regarding digital communication tools for promotion, we

absolutely need to mention all the social media platforms

and online tools. They can help us to develop a good

promotional campaign with a great impact, while spending

very little, and most of the time, even for free. 

The online presence is as important as the in-person

presence. 

Digital communication tools may include the uploading of a

video on YouTube explaining our project, spreading out the

word of our next performance by publishing posts on

Facebook or Instagram, run an email marketing campaign by

sending a simple email including all the information we want

to give to as many people as possible (potential customers)

or to post a new article or short report on our blog… The

goal we want to achieve with all of them is always the same:

we want to let people know that we are doing something in

particular and should not be missed (it can be a dancing

performance, a cooking course, a small book of poetry, some

paintings using cutting-edge techniques or our photo

exhibition, etc). Whatever we are doing, we must make use of

digital tools to get the most out of them. The investment will

be measured only in time, since promotional campaigns do not

carry extra expenses. We must take advantage of all the

benefits they can give us for free.



Social Media Marketing

Content Marketing

Email Marketing

There are some different ways to promote your brand on the

internet and depending on our purpose we can make a

different choice among them:

This promotional campaign will be developed on different

social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

or Linkedin. Posting on them new information or videos will

help us to promote our brand and will generate leads for

our business.

It is the one based on posting articles, videos, reports or

content on our website or blog. We must create and

distribute relevant and valuable information for our

audience.

This kind of marketing promotion is just sending a commercial

email including all the information we want to be known to a

list of contacts. As a practical example of promotion on the

Internet for very small business projects, we can name the

spanish-ukrainian made cookies “Cookranias”: some refugee

women, together with their Spanish host, are selling their

own cookie recipe through some online channels. Also, the

word of mouth is still one of the best advertising ever.

https://www.abc.es/sociedad/abci-galletas-terapeuticas-cookranianas-enf-202204181737_noticia.html


A small theatre company is going to perform in your

city. They will perform a children's play. How would you

help them to promote this event? On which online

platforms do you think is necessary to make a post

regarding the theatre play? Can you explain the

concrete activities you would do in order to promote the

performance? Discuss it with the group.

Imagine that you are already running your own business.

It has to be with flowers and small plants. One of your

business lines is making the bridal bouquet as requested

by the bride. You want to enhance this business line.

What kind of digital marketing campaigns and activities

will you do for achieving your goal?

You run a handmade footwear small e-commerce. You

work in your own basement in order to save money but

need to promote your craft products in your town. Can

you think of different ways of promoting your new

brand of footwear? Can you name some exclusive online

digital promotion activities that may help you to spread

out the word?

EXERCISE:



As we have said before, there are mainly three big types of

promocional marketing. In this unit we will widely talk about

them and explain their use and benefits and their pros and

cons. We will redirect all this information attending to the

creative and cultural sector.

Unit 2 – Social Media Marketing, Content

Marketing and Email Marketing. How to

use them for the creative sector? (open

pages and their management)

2 . 1 .  S O C I A L  M E D I A  M A R K E T I N G

As we have said before, there are mainly three big types of

promocional marketing. In this unit we will widely talk about

them and explain their use and benefits and their pros and

cons. We will redirect all this information attending to the

creative and cultural sector.



Nowadays the different social media platforms

are part of our daily routine. Thanks to them

we are connected to everyone in every moment.

Our former way of interaction will not ever

look the same as it was before these social

media platforms existed. They have changed

radically the way we behave and socialize

with friends, relatives, colleagues, business

partners or clients. They help to get to people

we have never thought they could be

interested in our products, services or ideas.

With them we can easily share our ideas or

information with the community or virtual

network.

Social media platforms help to spread out our

network and get to new and broad audiences

that are not physically at the same place we

are. And this is part of their magic, as well as

the immediacy they bring. News, comments,

videos, photos and posts are easily and rapidly

spread out throughout the entire world in

minutes. They can get “viral” if people really

enjoy these videos or posts.



So one of the key factors is to make people be attracted to

what we are showing them. It is about the content and the

continent, both aspects are crucial, parallel and connected.

Without the first one we can not have the second one, as they

are linked. We need to take into consideration that social

media platforms are full of new messages and videos every

minute so we need to work hard on them and post at least

one or two times on a weekly basis in order to be

remembered. We need to be constant and prepare our

presentations accurately.

We need to give new and relevant information to our clients

every week. So we must be creative and active on these

platforms. If we want to succeed we will need to be in charge

of the planification of our presence in social media and we

will lead the strategy based on the various platforms.



In groups of 3 make a list of all the social media

platforms you know. Once you have it, explain in which

social media platform you will focus your presence in

the following contexts:

Need to enlarge the number of contacts at work.

Want to show your friends about your last weekend

break in Lisbon.

Want to inform your community and neighbours about

the bus-library that is moving to your district every

Thursday and Friday.

Show your dissatisfaction regarding the new

educational law in public schools that the Government

will implement within some months.

Ask your son if he is joining you for dinner.

Show your friends about your next dog adoption.

EXERCISE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



We have listed the following social media platforms

regarding their importance and relevance. Herein is the list

of the main ones (no matter the sector our business is:

Facebook           YouTube

WhatsApp          Facebook 

Messenger         Vimeo

Linkedn              Twitter

Pinterest         Tumblr

Flickr                 Reddit      

Instagram          

TikTok

Snapchat 

BizSugar             Medium

Spotify                Viber

WeTransfer       WeChat

There are a lot of different social media platforms, but we

specifically recommend the following ones, much more

related to the creative and cultural field: Pinterest,

Instagram, YouTube or Vimeo. You can upload a video or

photos on any one of them and check people’s interest. It

absolutely worths to open an account on all of them, as we

believe their strong relation between them and the creative

sector is very relevant. Besides this, we also recommend

having a Facebook page where you can write and post about

your products, services or performances. Facebook is a good

speaker as it is normally used by hundreds of people in and

out your community so it will help you to spread the word.



Click the Create button next to the Page link above your

Facebook home page.

A name you can give your page will inspire your users

(we suggest using your Business name or brand).

You can describe your Page under one of the following

categories: Public Figures. The information should be as

comprehensive as possible.

You should put a photo on your Page. Images are always

catchee! It would be nice if you could put a cover photo

on your page.

Click on Continue, and then you will have your public

profile, related to your business.

We need to pay attention regarding the difference between

the personal Facebook page and the one created to help with

promotion of your business. It is very important to separate

them. For business purposes we suggest creating a public

profile on Facebook, as it will help you to spread the word

easily. Follow these steps to become a public profile:



In groups of 4 make a transmedia storytelling about the

setting up of an art gallery. Can you explain how your

transmedia narrative platforms will include? Will you

post the same messages in every digital platform you

named or will you change the original message for each

platform?

EXERCISE:

At this point we need to talk about transmedia and how it can

help us with our promotion. Transmedia storytelling is the

technique of telling a single story combining multiple media

forms, across multiple formats or platforms, always using

digital technologies. We could use a transmedia technique

through different channels, like Linkedin, Pinterest and

Facebook or combining linked posts on Instagram, WhatsApp,

Twitter and Vimeo.



2 . 2 .   C O N T E N T  M A R K E T I N G

Website

Blog

Newsletter

Community (a virtual space for followers)

Podcast

Webinar

Content marketing is the one based on the information, data,

videos, tips or photos provided. You are your own writer so it

means that no one but you knows better about what you are

doing. You have to tell the people what you do, how good you

work and the impact your business has in your community. You

have to give your audience new content, new videos or the

latest information regarding your business, your

manufacturing. 

Some platforms to take care for the content marketing are

the followings:



Relevant content is always welcome by your customers and

potential clients. Keeping the idea of an alive business and an

up-to-date web page means that you care about your craft

and products and also about the people that follow your

business. It is an active showcase where you can show your

products and their qualities while at the same time you can

interact with your clients and get to know their needs

better.

To develop a good content marketing strategy you just need

to update your website as much as possible, with new entries

every week or every two weeks. Having a blog is just one idea

that may help you to broaden your business marketing

strategy and will let people know what you are doing. For

the creative sector it is very important to have not only a

professional website or blog but also a very dynamic one. It

has to be very simple, rich and visual, with a balance

between text and photographs or videos. A good tip is to link

it with your YouTube channel.



Today is your first day as an entrepreneur: you have

just set up a business. You have your own website, which

content will you upload? Be specific and explain in

detail all of them. For your monthly newsletter which

appealing content will you include? Discuss it with the

group.

EXERCISE:

Creating a blog that marks the difference is not easy but

paying attention to details may lead us to have a good

position on our consumer’s mind. Blogs with great impact are

always remembered by users and readers. Remember that

consumers/audience like fresh, original and creative

content.

2 . 3 .   E M A I L  M A R K E T I N G

Be careful because it is not just sending an email and forget

about catching new clients. Mailing marketing strategies are

focused on getting new leads, redirecting them to the e-shop

and generate “traffic” in order to increase sales. 



Get personal

Have a short and appealing subject line

Drive traffic to your website by including links to it

But it is also a way to inform our network customers,

partners or potential clients about new events related to

our business or to show our products or services in detail as

we can include step-by-step guides, video performing, video

instructions, an infographic, discounts, etc. This is our space

so we must talk about our brand, our services, the benefit of

using our products, the value of our brand and all the

related advantages it has.

A good mailing campaign tries to:

According to The Sprout Social website, it will help us to

promote our products while developing relationships with

potential customers. Copying their comments “there is

nothing quite like word-of-mouth marketing, and having solid

foundations with your customers is a great way to keep them

excited about your business. When you have customers who

have enthusiasm for your business, not only will they

continue to shop with you, but they’ll tell their friends and

family about you as well”.



ActiveCampaign ( www.activecampaign.com)

Sendinblue (www.sendinblue.com)

Mailchimp (www.mailchimp.com)

Drip(www.drip.com)

Mailjet (www.mailjet.com ).

The website of technologies Pride, an online marketing

service provider, confirms that an email campaign is a great

opportunity to remind clients about your business and brand.

The more often your clients see relevant emails from you in

their inbox, the more likely they are to choose your company

when looking for a product or service. Their suggestion is to

combine sales emails with educational content, this means to

send them information regarding our offers or products but

also relevant content regarding our sector or articles

about the new trends and innovation in our field or work.The

Information Technology company of Pride gives us another

tip, which is to add reviews and testimonials to your email

campaigns so your readers (subscribers to your

newsletters) have the proof in front of them. You can also

provide a link to your site page containing customer

feedback, so they can check that you are for real and that

your business is not something vague.

Some examples of this kind of platforms are:

http://www.activecampaign.com/
http://www.sendinblue.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/
http://www.drip.com/
http://www.mailjet.com/


We would like to talk a bit about another platforms that

help us to spread the word, like instant messaging platforms

or data sharing tools. They also can help to promote our

brand, products or services while, at the same time,

developing relationships with potential clients. Sometimes

they can be very helpful. The instant messaging platforms,

like WhatsApp, Viber, WeChat, ChatON, Tango, Kik Messenger or

Telegram. Its greatest advantage is immediacy. It is advisable

for short, direct messages that must be attended to or

answered shortly.

Regarding the virtual meetings, it is essential to download

any of the apps that, for free, give us the opportunity to get

in touch with people who are far from us. They help to

improve the productivity of the company and help to enhance

relationships with customers and suppliers. They increase

the number of communications between different actors

related to your business, and also improve the monitoring of

projects with collaborators or employees. Different

platforms can be Microsoft Teams, Zoom or Google Meet,

Webex or Slack.



Mrs. A is a good friend of yours. She has started a small

business related to catering. She is thinking of a mailing

campaign to let her clients know more about what she

does and the provided services by her catering

enterprise. For example, she attends conferences and

events and serves the catering, as a brand new service.

Ask and debate the next questions:

EXERCISE:

            -Which is the target Mrs. A needs to get to?

            -Make up a short and appealing subject line

Unit 3 – Instructions on how to use tools

to improve visual communication (canva,

crello, Piktochart, Easle.ly...)

In this unit we will develop some of the most important visual

communication tools or platforms. They are basic to develop

the visual part of the digital communication as they are

tools that use a lot of colours, visual effects and look very

modern and up-to-date tools. 



First of all we highly recommend you to open an account (for

free) in all of them. Use them as much as possible to verify

which one is better for your activity or which one is easier to

use. Besides the information included in this training, we will

develop them by the show videos.

 

According to the notes in Wikipedia, “Canva is a graphic design

platform, used to create social media graphics,

posters,documents presentations, and other visual content.

The app includes templates for users to use. The platform is

free to use and offers paid subscriptions such as Canva Pro

and Canva for Enterprise for additional functionality”.

www.canva.com 

Crello is a design application used to create photo montages,

videos or animations. These montages can be used or posted

on social networks. In short, we can say thay Crello is an app

that allows us to make professional designs without too

much effort. www.crello.com

http://www.canva.com/
http://www.crello.com/


Piktochart helps us to create infographics, posters or online

presentations. It allows users who have no design experience

to create their own posters or flyers, using customizable

templates. It is a simple way to create visual content that

will be useful for your business. https://piktochart.com

 

Easle.ly is an online tool that helps to create infographics

or presentations. There are pre-designed templates to help

to start. It gives you the chance to edit text, objects or

shapes. The free version offers a good number of templates.

Easl.ly is highly recommended to start producing and editing

our own infographics. www.easel.ly

There are much more tools focused on design that may be

helpful and useful for our business. Here we copy some of

them: Prezi, Lucidpress, Google Workspace. 

https://piktochart.com/
http://www.easel.ly/


Using Canva, create a poster related to your own

business idea (we suggest adding visual content, images

or an appealing message).

With the help of Crello, create a short video or

animation regarding your business idea. For example, a

flower store, an small theatre company or online

cooking courses.

You must create your own flyer to inform the audience

about your new business/ e-commerce. With your

Piktochart account create one impacting flyer. 

Infographic: We have seen before that Easle.ly would

help us to create a visual infographic, although we are

not acquainted with web design. Choose one of the

following topics and create a fresh infographic:

EXERCISE:

                           - Topic 1: diversity and inclusion

                           - Topic 2: women and employment

                           - Topic 3: leaning remote and online courses



An overview of your business’s marketing and

advertising goals (where do I want to go from here?)

A description of your business’s current marketing

position (where am I at this moment?)

A timeline of when tasks within your strategy will be

completed (how soon do I want to get results, year

basis, quarter, six-month basis?)

Key performance indicators KPIs . (how can I measure

them? How can I track and evaluate if I am doing it

right?)

A description of your business’s target market and

customer needs. (what does my audience want? And the

most important thing: who are they?)

According to the Venngage website, a marketing plan is a

report that outlines the marketing strategy for a certain

period of time. Typically, a marketing plan includes:

Unit 4 - How to create a marketing

strategy 



A good marketing plan should include aspects, such as the

goals we want to achieve (they must be realistic), define our

market current position, timeline of development and

performance indicators, in order to track and monitor. Apart

from all this, our best advice is to keep it simple. Sometimes,

less means more.

The very first step is writing a simple short executive

summary, that will be the guide and basis for the

development of any future marketing activity. From this

point you can move forward and go beyond by describing the

achievement you want to get.

A marketing strategy is needed all the way. We are the best

to promote our activity and business and must be conscious

that it is a long term work and not something that is done in

just a specific moment. We need to research all of our

competitors (and also copy them when necessary) and set

accurate metrics and realistic goals and achievements.

A good marketing strategy takes care of the planning and

management, the website design and optimization process. It

also takes care of social media and the traffic building.



Marketing Strategy: A good friend of yours asked you to

help her with her marketing strategy. She is setting up a

small art gallery with photo expositions. Help her to

establish a rational marketing strategy for the

following 2 years.

EXERCISE:

Questionnaire Module 3

Marketing refers to all the activities developed and done by a company in

order to pursue the consumers to get his/her product, a certain service or

the activity he/she is promoting

Marketing is a way of promotion

Marketing means business

It is an online tool to communicate with others

We call digital marketing to all the strategies developed by a company

focused on promoting its brand/name on the internet

It is an online business

Marketing online stands for shopping on the interneT

Marketing online does not exist

1.What does marketing mean?

2.What does online marketing stand for?



Nothing, it is for free if you use the right tools

A lot of money

50% of the annual budget

Very little

None

Only one: marketing online

1,542 types

Three: Social Media Marketing, Content Marketing and Email Marketing

Only the first week of setting up a business.

You need it all the way. It is a long term work.

During the weekend.

Only when you promote on the internet

3. How much money do you often spend for promoting your

business on the internet?

4. How many big types of promocional marketing are there?

5. When do you need a marketing strategy?

Online Exercises

Digital communication tools for promotion (social media

platforms and online tools). Can you make a short list

of them? What kind of content is the best to post on

them? For instance, on Facebook we will post a discount

code and on YouTube a promotional video.



Email campaign. It is the time for you to develop an email

campaign for your business. You should create an email that

promotes your business, service, product, etc through an

email campaign. Bear in mind that a good email campaign tries

to be personal and include a short appealing subject line. Use

one of the platforms suggested on this chapter to create it.

Create different promotional materials using visual

communication tools according to the requested instructions:

Canva - create a poster of your business, product, services,

etc. (we suggest adding visual content, images or an appealing

message).

Crello - design a photo montage related to your business idea,

your products or services. For example, a flower store, a

small theatre company or online cooking courses.

Piktochart - create a poster or flyer of your own business

and inform the audience about it.

Easle.ly - create an infographic or presentation related to

your business idea.

Create your own marketing strategy focused on your own

business idea. Which social media platform will you use? Have

you already got an account on them?

1.

2.

3.

4.

 



MODULE 4: DIGITAL TOOLS FOR OFFICE
WORK FOR MANAGEMENT

Introduction

In the present time, digital tools have become the instrument

that mediates most communication and information processes

to the extent that a functional life without the presence of

digital technology is not possible. We all interact with our

environment and communicate with others through our phones

and computers. Internet and the digital have broken down

physical limits and a universe of new possibilities has arrived

to stay. 

Do you want to take part in this digitalization journey?

Unit 1 - Production of digital contents 

1. Word processing software

Word processing software allow designing, input,

edit and formatting texts, with supplementary

features. You can produce different kind of

texts, from basic documents to CVs, reports,

letters, marketing plans, newsletter, brochures.



create a total new document, saving and printing it

formatting the text in various ways: font type, putting it in

bold or italic, underline it, colour it

adding and edit elements as tables and graphics, and

including elements from other files (as pictures)

manipulate the text within a document by copying, cutting

and pasting parts of it

It is possible to edit and format the text by operating in

different ways: 

Moreover, word processor software allow organising and

enrich the text according to the needs: organise it in columns or

in different pages (with relative number), insert illustration or

graphics. 

Through some features of word processing software it is as

well possible to check spelling mistakes in different languages,

as to obtain suggestions on how to build more correct

sentences.

It is not possible to change or edit the document and layout

completely, therefore for some features and modifications

other type of software are needed, as publishing ones.



Web-based word processors 

Web-based word processors, such as Google Docs, allow

creating or edit texts without installing a software on your

device, as it is necessary to have just an internet connection. 

Web-based processors allow collaborators to work

simultaneously on the same document, and to access the same

document from different devices.

A great advantage of the online processors is that backup is not

an issue, and the document is automatically saved on the

processor.

In the Toolkit, a list of web-based word processors is provided,

with guides to learn how to use them.

Learn the basics

As you can see, the largest portion of the screen is used for text

production. If you select a template to start a new document,

this area may contain some pre-set text.

 



However, one of the most important elements

you need to master is located just right on the

top: the ribbon. This is the main interface, where

the majority of commands are found and where

the settings are made. The Ribbon is divided into

tabs and each tab gathers separate groups.

Within the groups, you find the command buttons

that conduct various word processing features.

To use the Ribbon, first, click a tab. Then scan the

group names to locate the command you need.

Finally, click the button to activate the

command or to display a menu from which you

can choose a command.

There are many possibilities regarding text

editing and one of the fastest and easiest ways

of trying them out is by selecting a chunk of

text. Once you have it, move the mouse pointer to

the left area of the ribbon. There you will find

the commands responsible for typography,

typefaces, type sizes and colours, and

highlighting possibilities. Pressing each command

will make the chunk of text selected change in

some way. 



If by any means you make a mistake, don't despair! These

software programs have an awesome option to go back. The undo

command gives you the possibility to revert almost everything

by a simple click. The only exceptions are to undo a document

save and when there is nothing to undo. Direct your mouse

pointer to the quick access toolbar and click on the undo

command. Your document will come back to the form it had

before the last action was done.

How to save a document

Saving creates a permanent copy of the document in your

computer. That way, you can keep working on the document again

but having a backup already saved in case some problem occurs

(such as the power gets cut off, the computer switches off,

someone closes the document by mistake...).

You don’t need to have a document done before you save it. In

fact, it is highly recommended to save immediately as soon as

you have a few sentences or paragraphs and keep saving it from

a while to a while to avoid an inconvenient vanishing.

In the Toolkit, you will find basic guides to create and edit texts

with the most common word processing software.

 



If by any means you make a mistake, don't despair! These

software programs have an awesome option to go back. The undo

command gives you the possibility to revert almost everything

by a simple click. The only exceptions are to undo a document

save and when there is nothing to undo. Direct your mouse

pointer to the quick access toolbar and click on the undo

command. Your document will come back to the form it had

before the last action was done.

How to save a document

Saving creates a permanent copy of the document in your

computer. That way, you can keep working on the document again

but having a backup already saved in case some problem occurs

(such as the power gets cut off, the computer switches off,

someone closes the document by mistake...).

You don’t need to have a document done before you save it. In

fact, it is highly recommended to save immediately as soon as

you have a few sentences or paragraphs and keep saving it from

a while to a while to avoid an inconvenient vanishing.

In the Toolkit, you will find basic guides to create and edit texts

with the most common word processing software.

 



Try out the ribbon's commands for editing text on the following

sample and create 10 different versions there of: 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do

eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris

nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 

E X E R C I S E



Presentation software allow to create presentations of any

kind, from business pitching to school projects, combining text,

images, graphics and other elements do display information in a

visual manner. 

2. Presentation software



They include a wide range of graphics, templates and visual

possibilities that help to adapt the presentations into a

particular branding, visual style or aesthetic in a user-friendly

way. Often, slides are just a support to a speech or conference,

but they are very useful when displaying charts, tables or

other data.

Through presentation software, you will be creating a

presentation or a slideshow. Both terms are interchangeable as

they refer to the group of slides. These slides are passed

through one by one manually and can contain animations. By

animation, it means visual transitions from slide to slide from

layers of contents. You can add transitions or visual effects to

each of the contents you add to the slide from text or images to

graphics or signs. Playing around with visual effects on your

slideshow can be very useful to make your presentation more

dynamic.

Most of presentation softwares allow you to choose a blank

presentation or to select one of the available templates,

depending on the need. Some of them have the possibility to

import an external template from the browser.



As for word processing programs, also presentation softwares

have a ribbon with the main instrument to configure the

presentation. It contains the buttons that you will use inside

tabs. Once you have understood the ribbon and its main features,

it is time to keep on going with the presentation, adding new

slides with different templates and going on building your

slideshow. 

As these software programs are very often used for

presentations in front of an audience, it is possible to add

speaker notes. This feature can be very useful for you while

doing your presentations in front of an audience as you are the

only one that can see the notes. When using this option, you

write the note, and it appears automatically below each slide

on your screen.

As for word processor softwares, web-based presentation

programs exist, and allow to access the slideshow through

different devices and to work on it simultaneously.



Do a presentation about your favourite artist. Take into

account that it must contain 10 slides with the following

elements: transitions in every slide, at least 6 pictures or

graphics with its own animation and some presentation notes

that you think might be helpful when presenting in front of your

class.

E X E R C I S E

A spreadsheet software is a tool that works with spreadsheets.

There, you can add and organise and analyse numbers and any

other kind of data you want to collect with formulas and

functions. They are probably among the most complex tool to

use due to all the different possibilities and functions it has, but

that is also the reason why it is one of the most used in the

business and management world. 

3. Spreadsheet software



Click a cell, and then type the data you want in that cell.

Press enter with the keyboard or tab to move to the next

cell.

Displaying data in spreadsheet is more convenient than in word

processor softwares, as it allows representing calculations

and functionalities and to manipulate and analyse data in a

flexible way.

The spreadsheet is composed of cells organised in columns,

labelled with letters, and rows, labelled with numbers instead.

On top of the spreadsheet, you have a ribbon, which contains the

most important and basic commands of the software. From there

you can control and modify almost all that is done in the

spreadsheet, as inserting images charts, symbols, equations, or

importing/exporting data and organise it in different ways, etc.

 

To work with data on a worksheet, you need first to have a

dataset so do the following to start filling with content your

spreadsheets: 

1.

2.

Data contained in the cells can assume different formats:

number, text, date, time, percentage, currency, accounting, or

customised.



With formulas, you have the possibility to play around with

data through formulas and functions. But what is actually a

formula or a function? A formula is an expression that operates

on values in a range of cells. Excel formulas allow you to do

diverse calculations such as addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division, averages or percentages.

Functions, unlike formulas, normally refer to those complex

calculations that cannot be done manually. Functions in Excel

have specific names that reflect their functionality, as summing

only data responding to certain conditions.



modify the format of the cells in “currency”

colour the cells in the first column in blue and the second

column in yellow

add a column on the right containing the sum of the data in

each line

of each line, calculate average and product

calculate the minimum value in the first 3 lines

Then, following the guide provided, try to:

first Second Thirds

25 4 7

12 11 13

45 89 12

5 78 93

9 14 87

25 37 61

From the Toolkit, choose a spreadsheet software to use and

insert the data contained in this dataset:

E X E R C I S E



Unit 2: Distance meetings and instant

messaging

1. Videoconferencing and video calls

Thanks to the arrival of the internet in our lives, connecting

with others has never been so accessible. Here you will find

some of the most useful and user-friendly tools you can find

and that will help you to manage your business better. 

One of the main possibilities offered by technology, especially in

Covid-19 times, is the opportunity to hold video conferencing and

video calls, that allows users (friends, colleagues, clients,

investors, …) to organise face-to-face meetings from different

locations. The opportunities offered by this technology are

endless: from business meetings and interviews to trainings and

classes, from regular meetings with the staff to informal

calls.

Different softwares and programs exist (as Zoom, Microsoft

Teams, Skype, Google Meet), but all share a set of fundamental

characteristics and requirements: camera (both external or

built into the computer), microphone, device (smartphone,

tablet, laptop, ..), internet connection.



screen sharing, to show real time a desktop, tab or

window. It allows also real-time editing

recording, to review the meeting and provide the recording

to someone who could not participate. Not all the

software guarantee this possibility.

chat and messaging, one-to-one or with all participants, as

a side conversations from the main videocall

Some of the main platforms allow also to conduct dynamic

meetings with features and components as polls, screen

sharing, whiteboards and so on.

In the toolkit you can find the main software used and guides on

how to get started.

the main features you can find in almost all the softwares for

distance meetings are:

Zoom

The software for online meetings that can be used via a mobile

or computer. Zoom allows you to connect to others through

video. It offers the free option for up to 40 minutes meeting

without any limit to the number of meetings that you can host. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOUwumKCW7M



Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams is an application that can

be used for online work with your team. The

users can stay connected and informed

during high-quality online calls. What is

more, Microsoft Teams gives the opportunity

to send messages via Chat to someone who is

attending to the call. The users can share

the screen and files during the call. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=bAesIjrem7E

Skype

This program is a communication platform

used for remote work of individuals and

businesses. It can be used for one-on-one or

group conversations. Skype has different

notable features like for example screen

sharing - a user is able to share a desktop

during the call, which can increase

productivity and work. Another very useful

feature is the possibility of live subtitles,

that allows deaf or hard of hearing people

to read the words that are spoken during

the live call. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=NRcb3uB3Jac



Choose the most suitable platform according to your needs:

think if you need to do activities with participants, as a poll,

or if you need a whiteboard. Choose the software/app

accordingly.

Check if your microphone and camera are working, and if

your internet connection is stable enough.

Define the objectives of your meeting and items/topics you

will talk about, making a list ahead of time. You can also

provide the list in advance to the participants.

Verify participants’ availability. You can use a simple tool

as Doodle (https://doodle.com/en/) to choose a suitable

day. We advise you inform the participants with notice,

communicating the link to connect and the topics and

estimated duration, and to send a reminder the day before.

Google Meet

It is a good option to make video calls directly from the mobile

app or web browser. Moreover, users who have a Google Account

can call for free for up to 60 minutes. This service is a good

solution for businesses and individuals. The calls via Google Meet

can be recorded and the users can be muted. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGXI0KpkR50

How to organise a successful video call?

In order to organise a smooth and effective video call, here

there are few steps to follow:

https://doodle.com/en/


If needed, choose a moderator for the meeting, who will be

in charge of ensuring the respect of timing.

At the beginning of the meeting, set the rules. For example,

especially if there are many participants, remind everyone

to mute their microphone when they are not speaking so to

avoid background noises. Or ask participants to use the

feature “raise the hand” if the platform allows if they

want to ask questions.

Apply what you learned by joining a test meeting in one of the

most common distance meeting platform, Zoom. To do so, visit

https://zoom.us/test and try out all of the different settings

available.

E X E R C I S E

https://zoom.us/test


group chats, to share information and collaborate among

a set group of users (as colleagues for example)

file sharing, being them pictures, documents, contacts,

videos.

voice and video calling, both one-to-one and in groups (with

some limitation on the number of participants per call).

Instant messaging (IM) is an online communication method which

connects two or more people almost in real-time through an

application or a software. Differently from emails, IM is

characterized by flexibility and immediacy of communication

and brief and more informal messages, as it imitates in-person

conversations.

In order to start a conversation, users must usually know each

other’s username. A frequent practice is to build a contact list

or group. Once a user receives a message, the application or

software gives an alert, as a notification or a pop-up window,

with the incoming message.

The applications and softwares available are growing. The

toolkit presents the most common one, providing basic guides on

how to use them.

All of them share some characteristics and features, as:

2. Instant messaging



The most known applications in case of

instant messaging are:

WhatsApp

It is a very popular application used for

instant messaging, that allows users to

make audio and video calls. Moreover, a user

can create a group with more participants

and they can call and chat together at the

same time. It is free but relies on a Wi-Fi or

data connection. The user can use it for

sharing files or photos, voice record

messaging, and chatting.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=y3EdIiJeTXk

Telegram

Telegram is an application for messaging. Its

benefits are speed and security. The user

can chat with others for free. It provides

video calls, file sharing and secret

messaging, etc. The account is tied to the

user's mobile phone number and is verified by

phone call or SMS. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gki-

8fFqhx



TFacebook Messenger

Another free mobile app is mainly used for instant messaging.

The users can share their photos, audio records, and videos via

Messenger. It is accessible to users with Android or iOS.

Messenger has a lot of extended features for example playing

games in a group message without downloading another app or

the possibility to share a user's instant location. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAmOfkn1Tfg

Slack

Slack is a platform used for instant messaging with lots of

incorporated tools. This application combines group and person-

to-person messaging for free. It is mainly used for work teams

to unify them and improve their communication. Slack is

accessible for iOS and Android users but what is more, they can

download it as an app to their laptop.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3HJuPaITWk 



Data storage is a term that refers to how information is kept in

a digital format that may be retrieved at a later time.

Computers, laptops, tablets, smartphones, and other digital

devices all store data. There are many different technologies

used to store data. Some store data temporarily, and some for

long periods of time. Many stay inside a computer or device,

while others are portable and can be used on different devices. 

However, as digitalisation advances, the proliferation of digital

contents increases, and a new problem arises. We produce more

data than we can store. Our digital devices have a limited

storage capacity, so it is time to consider alternatives such as

cloud storage.

Cloud storage is a way to save data securely online so that it

can be accessed anytime from any location and easily shared

with those who have permission. There are several free cloud

storage services such as Google Drive and Dropbox and in the

Toolkit you will learn how to use and take advantage of the

most useful tools that exist nowadays.

Unit 3: Data sharing tools 



Unit 3: Data sharing tools 

Generally, cloud storage can be defined as a data deposit model

where it is possible to store in servers hosted by third parties

information as pictures, videos, music files, documents,

presentations, and other forms of media. In this way, data are

saved and secured online and are accessible when needed from

different locations and devices, and shared with people

allowed. Data and information are accessible from different

devices: computers and laptops, tablets and smartphones. 

A great advantage of cloud storage systems is the possibility to

back-up data and recovery off-site.

Cloud storage systems are often used in business, to store data

and information that do not have to be accessed frequently but

need to be kept. Moreover, using a storage system allows group

collaboration on the same shared file.

Nowadays, many personal and sensitive data are stored on

cloud system, and cloud security is a crucial concern.



Google Drive 

Modern cloud-based storage for saving various types of files

(documents, videos, audio, or photos). Its pro is accessibility and

the possibility to use it for free. Google Drives offers to work with

online applications that are Google Docs, Google Drawings, Google

Forms, Google Slides, Google Sheets, or Google Sites. It also offers

to share the files with other users and what is more, there is the

possibility to edit and download documents.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdrxAoqfvbA

Drop Box 

Drop Box is online storage with the possibility to save files. What

is more, the users can sync all saved files to their devices. It has a

functionality that allows users to share files with others via

shareable links. Drop Box is free just for a Basic account with 2GB

of free storage. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Nan6Zt6bzw

Use some of the materials previously done by you (like a

presentation or word document) to master how to share files on a

cloud system of your choice. Send at least one document to three

of your classmates. These files must be downloaded immediately

after. Once this first step is completed, your classmates will

have to reciprocate the exercise with you by sharing with you

their files and you will have to download it as well.

E X E R C I S E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Nan6Zt6bzw


https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-word-processing-

software-definition-types-examples.html 

http://w.sunybroome.edu/basic-computer-

skills/functions/word_processing/1word_processing.html

http://www.raymundoconnor.com/wp/wp-

content/uploads/2017/09/lo1_word_processing_uses_and_fe

atures.pdf

https://rigorousthemes.com/blog/word-processing-software-

examples/

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/9510/spreadsheet-

software 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/video-

conferencing.asp#:~:text=Key%20Takeaways,at%20little%20to

%20no%20cost

https://www.ringover.com/blog/organise-videoconference-

multiple-participants 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchunifiedcommunications/de

finition/instant-messaging

https://www.brosix.com/blog/what-is-instant-messaging/ 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cloud-storage.asp 

S O U R C E S
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cloud-storage.asp


MODULE 5: SECURITY TOOLS
MANUAL

Security measures and tools are fundamental for any activity

undertaken online, especially important in terms of e-

commerce. Why is this so? With the implementation of effective

security measures, you will be guaranteeing not only the

safety of your clients, but also your business and yourself.

Apart from protecting sensitive data, safe browsing, or

secured payment (which are just a few examples), you may be

required to introduce additional security measures based on

the rules and conditions of the markets you are targeting. In

this module you will find out which security measures are a

must, which ones your customers are expecting, why you

should invest in your e-security and how all these measures

will impact your own business with the use of online

strategies. Security consideration in terms of online activities

and data protection and online consumer rights will be

explored. This module is comprised by 3 learning units in total: 

introduction



Unit 1 – Security considerations in terms of online activities

The learners will consider security considerations in terms of

their online activities, including safety precautions in terms of

e-commerce.

Key concepts: security, online activities, e-commerce

Unit 2 – Data protection and online consumer rights

The learners will consider data production rules securing

consumers’ rights. Specifically, the learners will be

introduced to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (or

GDPR) which describes different situations where a company or

an organisation is allowed to collect or reuse your personal

information.

Key concepts: data protection, consumer rights, GDPR. 

Unit 3 – Secure payments

Given that payment is the most sensitive area for consumers,

the learners will consider in this unit measures for

safeguarding secure payments. They will also be introduced

into how to keep their consumers informed about the payment

methods which are available. 

Key concepts: secure payments, payment methods.
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After studying this module, you will be able to achieve the

following learning outcomes:

Knowledge: 

After the successful completion of this unit learners will: -Be

familiar with security measures that will facilitate safe and

secure online activities, protecting their business and their

clientele. -Be aware of data production rules securing

consumers’ rights. -Be aware with methodologies that lead to

secure payments. 

Skills: 

After the successful completion of this unit learners will be

able to: -Create strategies on how to use the Internet as an

efficient and safe channel for their online business activities.

-Identify the requirements for protecting sensitive data.-

Create strategies towards adhering data production rules

securing consumers’ rights.-Establish secure payments for

their online business activities. 

Abilities:

After the successful completion of this unit learners will be

able to: -Perform online activities for their business. -

Appropriately handle clients’ personal data. -Receive

payments in a secure manner from clients. 

Learning objectives



Practical activity – Padlet 

What is e-commerce? What comes in your mind when you hear

the term ‘eCommerce’? Put your thoughts in a sentence or

word here: https://padlet.com/oliatsi/anffma61kv8exiok

Content 

E-commerce (electronic commerce) is the activity of

electronically buying or selling of products on online

services or over the Internet. In other words, it refers to

business transactions that take place on the internet. E-

commerce has experienced considerable growth since the

dawn of the internet as a commercial enterprise. Over the

last few years, it has become an indispensable part of the

global retail framework. Like many other industries, the

retail landscape has undergone a substantial transformation

following the advent of the internet, and thanks to the

ongoing digitalization of modern life, consumers from

virtually every country now profit from the perks of online

transactions. Its advantages include: eliminating time and

geographical limitations, streamlining operations, and

lowering costs.

Unit 1 – Security considerations in terms

of online activities

https://padlet.com/oliatsi/anffma61kv8exiok


Watch a video                                                                                                                           

Learn more about e-commerce by watching the video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ad8RHzRYBFU 

Practical activity – Padlet 

Why should I adopt eCommerce for my Business? Think about

advantages, opportunities of eCommerce. Put your thoughts in

a sentence or word here:

https://padlet.com/oliatsi/8bi1048iez2g90cz

Content 

Why should I use e-commerce? 

You can exploit the advantage of the internet and create a

channel supporting regular activities performed by your

business or the main channel of sales. In both cases you must

be aware of the common features and principles behind e-

commerce. We start from securing, protecting, and

introducing regular measures for a safe business site.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ad8RHzRYBFU
https://padlet.com/oliatsi/8bi1048iez2g90cz


Additional ways for the promotions of

your product(s) and/or service(s) 

No boundaries in targeting audience, the

number and market segments

Improvement of communication with the

customer 

Storing customer online behaviour and

order history

Easier customer authentication 

Possibility to release e-campaigns and

announcements on new product

releases

Possibility of offer various ways of

payment, depending on your preferences

and that of your costumers 

Implementation of additional security

measures

Easier to react to market trends and

market niche

Some of these advantages from the

businesses’ perspective include:



Availability 24/7 to check your product(s) and/or

service(s), make an order and contact you

Ease of checking and verifying the e-shop

Provides information about the time of delivery, carrier

and tracking code

Stores all store policies in one place

Some of these advantages from the consumer’s perspective

include:

Since e-commerce is providing both consumers and business

with more opportunities and ways to benefit from it, the

safety aspect becomes even more important with the

increasing number of activities available online.

Different types of e-commerce 

There are difference types of e-commerce, such as: Business-

to-Consumer (B2C), M-Commerce (mobile commerce), F-

Commerce (Facebook commerce), Business-to-Business (B2B),

Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C). We briefly elaborate on those

different types below. 



Business-to-Consumer (B2C) One of the most popular examples

of B2C transactions is buying and selling goods on the

internet. Many businesses have virtual storefronts that are

the online equivalents of their retail outlets. Some businesses

have no physical storefronts but they operation through the

use of their website merely or the of an e-platform. Buyers

browse and purchase products by having access to the

company’s website or platform. An example if B2C

transactions is Amazon.com arguably being the most famous

online shopping destination.

One of the biggest drivers of e-commerce has been the

interfacing of websites with bank accounts and by extension,

credit cards. This makes it easy to pay for products online,

allowing for secure electronic payments via credit cards,

debit cards, or gift cards, which is far more efficient than

writing and mailing checks (see more about online payment in

Unit 2).
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M-commerce stands for “mobile commerce”. This is largely a

subsection of B2C transactions, but the rapid penetration of

mobile devices with internet access has opened new avenues

of e-commerce for retailers and their customers. M-commerce

generally involves e-commerce taking place through the use

of mobile phones.

One of the most common examples of m-commerce is electronic

ticketing. Air tickets, movie tickets, train tickets, play tickets,

tickets to sporting events, and just about any kind of tickets

can be booked online or through mobile apps. Instead of

receiving a paper ticket, buyers download an electronic

version of the ticket that can be scanned with the use of a QR

code. While electronic ticketing does not eliminate lines at

entry points, it does reduce long lines for ticket purchases or

picking up tickets at a will-call booth.



F-commerce is short for “Facebook commerce” and refers to e-

commerce that takes place within the Facebook environment.

The popular social media site provides a captive audience to

transact business, and many small businesses rely more on

their social media presence than they do on traditional

websites. This type of e-commerce also is a subsection of B2C

transactions and closely related to m-commerce. Many

Facebook users access the site via their phones, and

businesses often provide links to online purchasing options

through their pages and posts. 

The low cost is one of the main advantages of an f-commerce,

especially for small companies that do not have enough

budget to develop and maintain a website, or another online

environment for selling their products and services. Facebook

itself recommends using this modality for the sale of clothing,

beauty products, accessories (such as bags and suitcases),

etc. 



Launching an f-commerce is a very simple process. First, it is

necessary to create a company page in which the store tab

will later be added. If e-commerce already exists outside of

Facebook, you can simply link the tool that has been used and

the products in the catalogue will appear. If, on the other

hand, the store is only going to be available on Facebook, it is

necessary to enter the products manually. This type of social

commerce also extends to other social media, such as

Instagram.

Fig. 1. Women take lead in F-commerce. Source: Women Take Lead in F-commerce | The Daily Star

Did you know

According to Meta, women owned 70 per cent of Facebook-based businesses opened

since the pandemic began and there has been an increase of more than 65 per cent in

Instagram businesses owned by women. Source: The Daily Star.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/economy/e-commerce/news/women-take-lead-f-commerce-2978691


Facebook Shop

Instagram Shop

Facebook Product Catalogue 

Facebook Pixel (retarget customers with ads, measure

conversions, and setup dynamic ads)

Facebook Messenger

Practical activity on F-commerce

In this practical activity we are going to practice, Facebook

commerce (F-commerce) which refers to e-commerce that

takes place within the Facebook environment. Facebook is the

gateway to getting your products in front of billions of

shoppers. Here are a few ways Facebook can grow your

business:

Follow the steps listed below for starting using Facebook Pay

on Facebook or Messenger: 

Firstly, you need to have a Facebook Business Page. If you do

not have one yet, you can create it now, you can follow the

guidelines provided by Facebook here: Create a Facebook Page

for your business | Meta Business Help Centre 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/473994396650734?id=939256796236247


Content 

Business-to-Business (B2B)

In B2B transactions, both the parties are businesses, such as

manufacturers, traders, retailers, etc. For example, a

manufacturer might need a certain part for its construction

work. Nowadays, with e-commerce, most of these types of

sales are automated. Inventories are tracked electronically,

and when numbers drop below a certain point, an order is

submitted immediately to a supplier.

Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C)

C2C transactions represent a form of trading. Auction sites

are perhaps the best example of C2C e-commerce. Physical

auctions existed before online auctions, but the internet made

auctions accessible to many buyers and sellers. Online

auctions are an efficient mechanism for price discovery. Many

buyers find the auction shopping mechanism much more

interesting than regular storefront shopping.



Read more about e-commerce here: Learn the Basics About

E-Commerce (thebalancesmb.com)

Best practices in e-commerce: PCI Security Standards

Council (April, 2017). Information Supplement: Best

Practices for Securing E-commerce. Retrieved from:

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pdfs/best_prac

tices_securing_ecommerce.pdf 

zott, C., Amit, R., & Donlevy, J. (2000). Strategies for value

creation in e-commerce: best practice in Europe. European

Management Journal, 18(5), 463-475. 

Learn more about security systems in e-commerce: E-

Commerce - Security Systems (tutorialspoint.com) 

Further reading: 

Did you know

As internet access and adoption are rapidly increasing worldwide, the number of digital

buyers keeps climbing every year. In 2020, over two billion people purchased goods or

services online, and during the same year, e-retail sales surpassed 4.2 trillion U.S. dollars

worldwide. In the year of the pandemic, global retail e-commerce sales grew with more than

25 percent, with Argentina reporting the higher percentage growth. Source: Statista.

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/let-s-ask-the-basic-question-what-is-ecommerce-1141599
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pdfs/best_practices_securing_ecommerce.pdf
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/e_commerce/e_commerce_security.htm


Watch a video 

Learn more about types of e-commerce:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_R4Z5YIfJLQ&list=PLNnMBUpvY6JiDNTpNESlthsFZa6FDE-

3B&index=10 

Further reading: 

1. C2C type of E-commerce deals with Business and Customer.

Answer: False (correct answer is B2C)

2. The lack of a personal touch can be a disadvantage for

many types of services and products in c-commerce. Answer:

True 

3. E-commerce provides more options to compare and select

the cheaper and better options. Answer: True 

4. M-commerce can be used through desktop computer. Answer:

False (correct answer is through mobile or a tablet). 

5. Social commerce is a subset of that involves social media

like Facebook and gmail. Answer: False (correct answer is

Facebook, gmail is not a social media medium).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_R4Z5YIfJLQ&list=PLNnMBUpvY6JiDNTpNESlthsFZa6FDE-3B&index=10


Content 

Why should I consider security measures in such online

activities? 

Despite the numerous benefits and possibilities that the use of

the internet brings into your business activities, it also exposes

every entity under threat. Some commons threats are malicious

emails, unsafe pop-ups, unauthorized breaches, virus and many

more. When people make purchases online, they enter important

information to make the purchase. Therefore, to protect

consumer’s data, e-commerce security is necessary. 

Security measures should be undertaken regardless the

business sector, whether you are managing in-store or online

sales, and in the case of domestic or international sales. With

the implementation of effective security measures, you will be

guaranteeing not only the safety of your clients, but also your

own business or your self’s. With online measures it is however

trickier, since experiencing any complaints, misunderstandings,

errors, or faults, you will only be relying on the mechanisms

that are controlled computer-wise, which will impact the

relationship with customers and your reliability. 



Less worries, if these are detected and it is possible to

react before any damage is done, but trouble comes when

you are attacked without knowing about this. Then it is too

late, you can introduce new measures, but such that will

be effective from that very moment, exposing to risk any

previously stored data. Therefore, the implementation of

security measures is a necessity, but also the regular and

precise control over them, regularly update the software

and browsers, the basic security measures of online users. 

When thinking about online safety, consumers usually

identify it with payments online. They are not mistaken, but

there is more behind it.Safety in e-commerce also includes:

The ability to confirm both who the seller and

buyer is.

Encrypted (coded) transmission of data between

the consumer and the seller, especially credit

card details. 

Securing the server from unauthorized persons

accessing the customer’s data without their

consent.

Securing the server from third party attacks,

both from outside (the Internet) or from inside

(the LAN's).



Consider the fact that you are at the stage of setting up a

business and are planning to sell online. This is a critical

moment for your business. Therefore, it will be especially

essential to thoroughly secure you online presence from the

first online activity. The website performance, data storage,

shipment procedures, currency exchange, tax or custom

obligations, and payment options you offer are all closely

related with guaranteeing secure online activities. These must

be supported by anti-fraud solutions, security seals and SSL

certificates. An SSL certificate is a digital certificate that

authenticates a website's identity and enables an encrypted

connection. Let’s now concentrate on some of these security

measures.

Website performance, including SSL certificates and security

seals 

The first important thing is documenting that your e-commerce

site is protected. Start by acquiring a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)

certificate. An SSL certificate links the domain name, server

name or hostname with and organizational identity (i.e., company

name) and its location.



It is implemented in order to secure connections from a web

server to a browser, in specific to secure credit card

transactions, data transfer, logins and social media browsing.

An e-commerce that has an SSL certificate will have a padlock

or green bar next to the HTTPS protocol on the address bar,

previously http (‘s’ in https stands for secure).

Further reading: 

Read more about the SSL Certificate here: What is an SSL

Certificate & Why is it important? (kaspersky.com)

At this point work on the e-commerce site privacy policy. In line

with the GDPR legislation, your e-shop is obliged to inform

customers why you need them to provide specific data (check

Unit 2 for more information). 

https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/what-is-a-ssl-certificate


With the availability of a privacy policy for consumers to

consult at any time, you are ensuring that the website is safe

and that you are complying with the legislation. Return policies,

safe shipment procedures, and ensuring delivery on time are

also key security measures that customers are looking for.

Another important measure is providing your customers with

contact details. This information does not necessarily provide

protection but gives an indication how to reach the e-shop in

case of any questions on own security or questions on how the

consumer’s data is being stored. A contact form is not enough. An

e-shop should display the full company name, its email address,

address (physical location or warehouse) and if applicable a

phone number or other forms of contact (social media, VoIP) for

the customer to reach you in case of any doubts, but also bank

or transaction details. The more information you share, the

more liable you will be in the eyes of your customers, increasing

their sense of protection and impacting your conversion. See the

example given below in the figure.



Server verification.

Site verification. 

Another important element to consider related to trust seals. A

trust seal is a seal granted by an entity to websites or

businesses for display. Trust seals comprise an example of

security seals, documenting the adherence of your e-shop to a

privacy policy, but also when the last security scan was

conducted (i.e., for malware or viruses) and if your website is

safe. A trust seal will show to your customers that you are

using additional security measures to protect their safety,

including their data and privacy.

There are two types of seals: 

Fig. 2. Contact details of your e-shop. Source: How to Build an E-Commerce Website 

https://www.ecwid.com/blog/how-to-build-ecommerce-website.html


It is a code necessary for checkout in an online purchase

It is a type of website especially for selling products and

services online

It is a protocol that creates an encrypted link between a web

server and a web browser

It secures online transactions; thus, customer information is

kept private and secure

It is added automatically once we setup a website for online

purchases

It prevents criminals from attempting to steal and customer

info (like name, address, credit card number)

Once inserted, is for a lifetime

It empowers the trust between the online business owner and

the prospect customer

It is a digital signature needed by a customer during the

checkout process

It is a small badge displayed on the ‘payment’ page of a website

It demonstrates the concern of the online business owner on

security transaction’s issues

It indicates the presence of SSL protocol (HttpS) between the

visitor browser and the webserver

Practical activity - Practice your knowledge in a quiz

(correct answers appear in bold)

What is an SSL?
1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the benefit of an SSL padlock icon?
1.

2.

3.

4.

About trust seal 
1.

2.

3.

4.



Content (continuation) 

The first will scan the hosting server for the elimination of

dangers.The second will protect users from inserting undesired

scripts into viewed pages (cross site scripting) and tampering

user data, which may void transactions or the destruction of

data (SQL injection). 

An e-commerce that has a trust seal will have a badge or

‘secured’ / ‘verified’ message (e.g., Norton Secured) on its page,

but also in many cases on the address bar, and its legitimacy

can be checked by clicking on this icon to go to the page that

verifies the authenticity of that seal. Another indication that

the site is secured is the ‘protector’s’ green name in the

browser’s address bar.



Defacements. This means replacing a site’s content with

their name, logo, and/or ideological imagery. The result

is that your site is cyberattacked. 

Some additional safety precautions in terms of e-commerce

Any of the above-mentioned security measures (or information

about them) must be provided in your customer’s language. You

should also be aware that depending on the country,

different security measures may be required. If you are

lacking a security measure that your customer is looking for,

but which is a basic measure demonstrating the compliance of

websites to protecting users’ safety and personal data, you

will lose the trust and most likely the customer from that

specific country. Especially, if you have customers visiting

your site that have basic knowledge or skills on online

security, privacy policies or information on the adherence to

the principle of confidentiality of information should be

clearly displayed and available in the customers’ languages.

For the safety of your customers and your e-shop, these are

some online activities that you should be able to recognize

and immediately eliminate since they are signs of

cyberattacks. Some of those are listed below:



Suspicious pop ups. This means fake messages that appear

on the screen, usually clickable. The result is accidentally

downloading malware and infecting your

website/computer.

Malvertising. This means malware advertising campaigns to

spread malware and infect webpages. These

advertisements are characterised by poor quality

(spelling mistakes, incorrect product, etc.), so they should

be easier to detect. 

Phishing kits. This means false websites imitating real sites

that are intended to trick users. Although they may look

very similar to their real versions, these websites are also

characterised by poor quality (spelling mistakes, incorrect

product, etc.), so they should be easy to detect.

Malicious redirects. This means the redirection to an

infected site and can be identified when you enter one URL

and are redirected to another site.

Further reading: 

How to protect yourself from them? Read more about the

cyberattacks: 6 Types of Cyberattacks that Can Harm Your

Business (scnsoft.com) 

https://www.scnsoft.com/blog/types-of-cyberattacks


Unit 2 – Data protection and online

consumer rights

In light with the current regulations, personal data collection

is governed by the consumer’s consent that they agree that

their data is collected and stored. Therefore, you must explain

to your customers why you are asking for their data and that

you are responsible for protecting it. 

Personal data according to Cambridge dictionary is information

held on computers that relates only to you, and that you do not

want everyone to know. More information is also provided by

European Commission on What is personal data? 

An obligation is the protection of personal and sensitive data, as

well as the distinction between them as different levels of

protection may be required. Personal data, apart from names,

addresses or bank account details, are Cookies and IP addresses,

and biometric data will be classified as sensitive data. 

Categories of personal data

There are various classifications of personal data made by

countries or international organizations. It is true that most

are quite similar. Huang et al. (2020) combined different

characteristics and commonalities of various classification

methods as shown in the following table. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/what-personal-data_en


 

  Category 
  

 

  Examples 
  

 

  Basic information 
  

 

  Name, age, place of birth, date of birth, gender, gender identity, preferences,
proclivities, personal   photos, race, color, national or ethnic origin

  

 

  Identification
  

 

  Government-issued identification, driver's license, passport, health IDs, Social
Insurance Numbers (SIN), Social Security Numbers (SSN), PIN numbers

  

 

  Biometrics
  

 

  Genes, fingerprints, voice   prints, palm prints, 
auricles, irises, facial features

  

 

  Authenticating
  

 

  Passwords, PIN, system account, IP address, email address, 
security answer, personal digital certificates

  

 

  Medical and Health
  

 
  Physical and mental health, drug test results, disabilities, family or  individual

health history, health records, blood type, DNA code, medical  history, medical
device logs, prescriptions, and health insurance coverage

  

 

  Professional
  

 

  Job titles, salary, work history, school attended, education history, 
employee files, employment history, evaluations, references, interviews, 

employer data, certifications, disciplinary actions
  

 

  Financial 
  

 

  Cars, houses, apartments, Personal possessions, purchases, sales, 
credit, income, loan records, transactions, taxes, purchases and 
spending habits, credit records, credit  scores, credit standing, 

credit capacity,physical assets, and virtual goods
  

 

  Communication
  

 
  Telephone recordings, voice   mail, emails, SMS, phone calls, IM and social,

network post, physical  address, telephone number
  

 

  Contact
  

 

  Contact lists, friends, connections, acquaintances, associations, group
membership, email address

  

 

  Browsing history
  

 

  Media produced, consumed, and shared: in-text, audio, photo, video, and other
forms of media; Real-world and online context, activity, interests, and

behavior: records of location, time, clicks, searches, browser histories and
calendar data, purchases activity, online shopping, social network profile

information and the like
  

 

  Device 
  

 

  Hardware serial number, software list, IP address, Mac address, browser
fingerprint

  

 

  Location 
  

 

  Country, GPS coordinates, room number, longitude and latitude
  

Table 1: Categories of personal data



General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

Practical activity – Padlet 

What do you know about GDPR? Give your idea by sentence or

word here: https://padlet.com/oliatsi/imriivo6wi0rbinb

Content (continuation)

GDPR stands for ‘General Data Protection Regulation’. This is a

regulation imposed by the European Parliament and Council, to

each member state of the European Union. Its purpose is to

protect the personal data of the European citizens. It became

effective on 25 May 2018.

The regulation introduces limitations to both data collection

and data use, explains data protection and data privacy, and

limits data use without customer alienation. Digitalisation

makes it easier to collect data, but with the introduction of

GDPR the amount of collected data significantly drops. On the

one hand it is the consumers that are more reluctant to provide

their data, on the other hand it is the businesses that are

starting to understand that they do not need to collect so much

data. By collecting only, the data that is relevant, you are

demonstrating to your customers that you are only requiring

that data necessary to, for instance finalize a transaction, not

taking advantage of their data but taking care of their privacy

and protecting their data.

https://padlet.com/oliatsi/imriivo6wi0rbinb


Following the GDPR regulations, the processing of personal or

sensitive data is prohibited unless agreed otherwise by the

consumer. This implies the need to carefully secure any data you

will be requiring from e-shoppers, for example for setting up an

account, signing up for e-newsletters or in the payment process.

Shoppers must understand that you (the retailer) need this

data, why and for what purposes you are storing their data. No

all consumers will understand this at once and may not be

considering that you are protecting your own data as well.

In addition to EU members, any company which trades goods and

services out of Europe, is subject to this regulation. Adherence

to the regulation in each member state is monitored by the by

the local commissioner who is appointed by the respective state

government. Negligence to regulation compliance, leads to a

penalty by the local commissioner. Penalty may be being just a

serious notification, a ban of transactions of the business owner

or even big financial penalty (amount up to 20 million euros or

4% of worldwide turnover for the preceding financial year -

whichever is higher)!

Watch a video                                                                                                                                 

What is GDPR: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8FAoGHIymo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w8FAoGHIymo


Access to his/her personal data

Rectify – correct any errors

Erase their given data by business storage systems

Restrict data processing

Data portability (transfer their data elsewhere)

Reject any automated individual decision making (and right

to request a human intervention instead)

Enhanced personal privacy rights 

Candidate customers, consumers, customers may give their

CONSENT to a Business owner (i.e.: eShop/website owner) for the

latter to have these data be stored and processed. A clear

statement by the Business owner on the reason for data

collection is needed to be given. For example: 

‘A person’s data may be collected for the sole reason to have

the transaction between the two parts, for sending the

products to the customer or for sending just further

information before the final agreement.’

Main rights of people who give their consent on their personal

data collection by a business entity are listed below. 

Right to:



As per the General data protection law, three principles need to

be satisfied for the personal data collected. These are

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. By Confidentiality, it

is meant that the data, which is collected and stored by the

business owner, is accessed, and processed only by the people

who have been authorized to and not others. Second principle,

Integrity implies that the personal data that was collected by

the business owner is stored as accurate and consistent as

given by the personal data owner/customer. This is implied for

the data, over its lifetime. Third principle is Availability. That is,

personal data collected and stored by the business owner must

be available any time to anybody who has been granted access

and process of (by the Business owner). Abbreviation of the

above principles in the GDPR world is CIA -Initials of the three

principles and not the well-known Central Intelligence Agency

of the United States of America.

Watch a video 

Video on consumers’ objections:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh7MNJdKCGM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh7MNJdKCGM


Did you know

GDPR was adopted by the European Parliament in April 2016, the GDPR will become UK

legislation on the 25th of May 2018.The GDPR covers two types of data: personal data and

other type of sensitive personal data. The first category refers to information that can

identify a person. This includes the following: Name, IP Address, Location Identifier, Email

Address, Photographs, Bank Details. The second type of data is sensitive personal data and

includes: Race/Ethnic origin, health biometric data, sexual orientation. 

In e-commerce data collection and data storage is not

necessary for the purpose of completing an order. It can be for

the purpose of tracking/analysing consumer’s online behaviour

or their subscription to an e-newsletter. However, whichever

the case, the consumer must confirm they agree for the

website/e-commerce to collect their data, which applies under

the GDPR. 

The Digital Single Market Strategy of the EU (launched May 2015)

is among others for the protection of customers’ rights online,

thus affecting the rules behind e-commerce. This is an ongoing

process; hence important steps have already been made to

guarantee consumers’ online activities. If your business is

present in the digital online space, you will be obliged to act in

compliance with these rules. If your e-commerce will be

demonstrating pro-activity, then you will be building trust and

honesty of your brand. 



Payment services.

New cross-border parcel delivery services.

Banning geoblocking.

Additional consumer protection rules (into force in 2020).

New VAT rules for online sales of goods and services (into

force in 2021).

The new rules and main postulates of the Digital Single Market

Strategy are, among others, aimed at:

The purpose of the Regulation (EU) 2015/2366, namely the

Payment Services Directive, is to increase consumer rights,

guarantee safe and faster payments, describe refund rights,

give clear information on payment methods, and promote mobile

payments. It is for the benefit of both the consumer and the

trader.



In any case, a business owner who collects personal data from

candidate customers and customers must ensure the adherence

to the above principles by applying further organizational and

technological measures which are beyond the scope of this

module. In the text that follows, you may have a look at a

sample of a private policy. A private policy is a document

created and posted by the online business owner on its

eCommerce shop/website. This policy shows how the business

owner collects, manages, and protects the personal data of its

customers (Like Name, email address, shipping address, phone

number). 

Sample of a Privacy policy template:



Watch a video                                                                                                                    

Learn more about GDPR by watching the video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pzPKaJeRCw

Practical activity - Create a ‘Privacy policy’ document

Create a ‘Privacy policy’ document (using the link provided

below) with information on the reason you do collect the

personal data from your customers and other relevant

information. Once the policy is generated, you may download it

as a Word file, or use the script and post it on your website (on a

separate webpage called ‘Private policy’) so any visitor of your

eCommerce website can read it and develop trust on you as a

Business who is privacy sensitive with the personal data it

collects. 

Open your web browser and go to

https://app.termsfeed.com/wizard/privacy-policy

Follow the wizard.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pzPKaJeRCw
https://app.termsfeed.com/wizard/privacy-policy


General Data Production Restriction

General Data Privacy Regulation

General Data Protection Regulation

Generic Data Privacy Regulation

All countries worldwide

All states of America

Any country who trades goods and services with citizens of

European states

Access his/her personal data

Correct any mistaken data

Reject any automated decision-making result

Claim a human being intervention for a decision-making

process by the business owner

Practical activity - Practice your knowledge in a quiz (correct

answers appear in bold)

GDPR stands for:

1.

2.

3.

4.

GDPR compliance is required by Business Owners of:

1.

2.

3.

In the context of GDPR, what are the rights of a consumer:

1.

2.

3.

4.



Unit 3 – Secure payments

Technology tremendous advancement the last years, is a fact. In

all life’s sectors, from Medicine to engineering, to education, up

to purchases via the web. That is, eCommerce. As stated in a

Report of UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development) on 3rd May 2021: ‘The dramatic rise in e-commerce

amid movement restrictions induced by COVID-19 increased online

retail sales’ share of total retail sales from 16% to 19% in

2020’ (UNCTAD, 2021). It stated also that ‘global e-commerce

sales jumped to $26.7 trillion in 2019, up 4% from 2018’. Based on

this huge opportunity raised for merchants and consumers and

the high levels of eCommerce growth, further to the growth of

the applications for design and build an online store, the options

for payment methods also had a distinctive increase in number.

Merchants’ best vehicle to differentiate among the numerous

competitors in the world of eCommerce, is the right payment

method. 

The overall shopping experience shapes the final step. i.e., will

the eStore visitor, being at the check-out page finalize and buy?

A big percentage of this answer depends on the payment

method(s), the merchant will present to the visitor.



Decision on the payment method, is better to be based on the

target group/candidate customers. The group they do belong.

Demographic group i.e.: Age, sex, education level, digital literacy

level, financial level. Geographic region (Country, availability

of different payment methods)

 Secure payments

Payment is the most sensitive area for consumers, so when

offering your customers to make online payments, make sure

you convince them that the offered payment methods are

secure. Keeping your consumers informed will increase their

certainty in the safety of the service you are providing. For

example, not all consumers are aware that entering credit

card or debit card information is done through an encrypted

page, therefore the e-shop does not have access to sensitive

data (in this case, card number). Explaining the payment process

is a step to earning their trust. 

Secure payment methods 

Popular payment methods in eCommerce:

Credit card payment

Most used method in the eCommerce industry. Consumers need

just to enter the card details along with their respective CVV

(Card Verification Value) as issued by their Bank. Most popular

companies worldwide for credit cards (in cooperation with Bank

institutions worldwide) are Visa, Mastercard.



Watch a video 

How Do Credit Card transactions Work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k76g9jQMxAo&t=4s

Debit card payment

After credit card, payment with debit card is one of the most

popular ones, worldwide. It is mostly used by less financially

privileged people as a debit card is connected to a bank account

with person’s ‘only’ savings. (No excess is allowed)

Bank Transfer

In this method, the consumer transfers money to a bank account,

around the world. It is considered a safer way to transfer

money as the transaction should be approved by the customer.

(Making though the shopping experience longer and slower).

Direct deposit

With this method, the consumer can transfer the amount of

money of the goods and services purchased, directly to the

seller’s (eShop owner) account. Fast way, old fashioned maybe

due to the rise of more innovative technologically methods.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k76g9jQMxAo&t=4s


App payments

This method refers to the option of purchase within the app

itself. An action call, prompting to ‘Buy here’ may lead to the

payment within the app itself without the need to exit and go to

another site for purchasing. Examples are Facebook, Instagram

(social media pages).

Cryptocurrency

Crypto payment, a more innovative payment method is a cheap,

quick, and fast ways to transfer funds. For international funds

transfer, there is no need for local currencies use. A crypto

card may be used. The eCommerce business owner may accept

payment via a digital invoice as a QR code is. The customer can

scan this code and gets the necessary information: the amount

to be paid and the wallet address, that amount needs to be

transferred. The customer may confirm the payment and the

crypto is transferred to the eShop account or digital wallet.

This method ensures the payment in a few clicks, in safety and in

convenience (as it is not done manually).



Electronic wallets

Another innovative payment method, with additional names as

Digital wallets or e-Wallet. E-wallets function as storage for

both, the buyer’s funds and the eShop owner information. The

customer needs to link his/her bank account to an e-wallet.

Deciding to pay online with his/her e-wallet, the customer will

be directed to the e-wallet page. Password input will ensure the

product purchase. Lately, this method became highly preferred

by consumers, considering the fact that there is no need for

entering any debit/credit card credentials. Most popular e-

wallets are Amazon Pay, Apple Pay, Google Pay and Ali Pay.

eCommerce Payment Gateways

This is a service given by a third-party company. It facilitates

the financial transaction among the buyer, the eBusiness owner

and the Bank i.e.: it processes the buyer payment information and

generates a link to allow him/her (the buyer) to complete the

purchase. The eBusiness owner needs to sign-up and integrate

the payment gateway tool. Afterwards, the eShop owner will

only need to wait for the payment processor to deposit the

purchases in his/her merchant account.

The financial cost that the eBusiness owner has towards to the

third-part company offering the above service, at the beginning

is high but the return of investing is satisfactory. Popular

eCommerce payment gateways are PayPal, Square and Stripe.



PayPal: One of the most popular payment gateway systems.

PayPal has over 250 million users worldwide. Therefore, having

PayPal as a payment option in your eCommerce website, you

offer the feeling to the visitors to feel familiar and most

probably proceed with the purchase of your products/services.

Learn more about the aforementioned payment methods here:

Best Payment Methods for Your eCommerce Store  

Practical activity - Create a PayPal Business account

A PayPal business account makes it fast and easy for businesses

just getting started, as well as those that are more

established, to accept and process credit card payments, debit

card payments, and more in over 25 currencies and from over

200 countries.

Before you go to the website of PayPal (as given in the URL

below) to create your PayPal Business account, you may watch

a video/tutorial here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWSK-LqUge4 

https://www.segmentify.com/blog/7-payment-methods-e-commerce-store
https://www.segmentify.com/blog/7-payment-methods-e-commerce-store
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWSK-LqUge4


To create your Business paypal account, go to:

https://www.paypal.com/us/home

Click on ‘Sign up for a business account ‘ 

By clicking on ‘’Sign up for a business account’ it takes you to: 

https://www.paypal.com/us/home


Press to the button                        which is next to ‘Contact Sales’

You are presented with a prompt to give your Business email:

Then, another prompt, to enter a password:

Pay attention to the guidelines of password:



Once you give/created the password, next prompt is to give the

info on your Business as below and continue. 

“Did you know” 

The evolution of payment processing. Read more here: The Evolution of Payment Processing | Payment Experts

https://www.paymentexperts.com/payment-processing/


Go to your Facebook Business Page, go to “Settings” and then

choose “Facebook Pay”.

Add a payment method

You can choose to setup Facebook Pay across the different

apps (where available) — Facebook, Messenger, Instagram,

and WhatsApp

Watch the following video to see how this method works:

Facebook App - Facebook Pay | Facebook 

Practical activity – setting up a payment method on your

Facebook page

 

In this practical activity we are going to set a payment method in

your Facebook Business page. Follow the steps provided below. 

Fig 3. Facebook Pay. Source: How You Can Receive Payments on a Facebook Business Page  

https://www.facebook.com/facebookapp/videos/403080913901331/?t=23
https://www.ecwid.com/blog/how-to-receive-payments-on-a-facebook-business-page.html
https://www.ecwid.com/blog/how-to-receive-payments-on-a-facebook-business-page.html


Watch a video 

Security measures for your eCommerce Business:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCUaIvlFyv8 

Tips on Online Banking Payments:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWPFBDsK0uo 

Practical activity – your eCommerce business 

In a Padlet app, give the title of your dream eCommerce business.

Write down in bullet points or in more details what are you

thinking /dreaming to sell online. What product or services. Who

will be your target group customers? Is this online business will

sell via a Custom website -eShop or are you going to benefit from

any of the various apps like Facebook, Instagram, eBay, Etsy or

other for eCommerce activity? What payment method are you

planning to offer to your worldwide customers and why?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCUaIvlFyv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWPFBDsK0uo


Consumers

Traders

Suppliers

Protecting the back end of the website

Protecting customer data

Protecting online payments

Rewriting data for the means of e-commerce

Coding data to protect sensitive data

Hiding data from revealing it to third parties

SSL certificates, trust seals, malware

trust seals, privacy policies, phishing kits

Privacy policies, trust seals, SSL certificates

Bank transfer 

Providing credit card details to the seller 

Credit card payment 

Evaluation quiz 

Choose the correct answers for each question. More than one

option can be correct. (Correct answers appear in bold).

E-commerce is a channel for:

1.

2.

3.

Safety in e-commerce implies:

1.

2.

3.

Encrypted data in e-commerce means:

1.

2.

3.

Examples of digital security include:

1.

2.

3.

Popular payment methods in e-commerce include:

1.

2.

3.
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MODULE 6: CULTURE AND CREATIVITY
MARKETS

Market research is a process of gathering information about

customers or potential buyers and the market itself, in order

to better understand potential customers, their reaction to a

product or service launched according to their needs and

expectations, and how the product/service performs compared

to competitors. Thanks to market analysis, companies and

entrepreneurs receive information and suggestions to adjust,

improve and adapt their offer to the market demand of the

target group.

The same principles that apply to commercial companies apply

to freelancers and beginners. To understand the market and

customers, beginners need to start thinking of themselves as a

business.

UNIT 1 - HOW TO ANALYSE THE MARKET CONTEXT

AT A LOCAL LEVEL



Primary research, aimed at creating personas for your

customers and learn more about the target segment of the

market

Secondary research, which is conduct with data from

external sources as reports, public research, databases,

... and can give a general understanding of a market or

segment of it.

People's attitude towards a specific aspect, product,

service, brand

Trend of the industry

Challenges and barriers of a certain industry

Where and on which channels customers buy or look for

information and opinions

Which aspects influence the decision-making and

purchasing process

Pricing

Ways to build a relationship with your customers

In general, two types of market research can be carried out:

Which kind of information can be obtained from a market

analysis?



Who are the customers/clients of my

offer? What needs, preferences and

expectation they have?

Where do they buy? 

Who are the main competitors?

How do my customers feel about

aspects as price, promotion, packaging?

What do they value the most?

How could be my product/service

improved to meet expectations of the

customer?

How to start a marketing research?

 

In order to start collecting these pieces of

information to build the offer, a business

owner, being it a freelancer or a

multinational company, needs to ask and

find an answer to these crucial questions:

 



Market area, meaning where the customers buy the

product. There are different factors influencing this

dimension: the type of products, the channels adopted to

sell, the presence of competitors.

Customer, who buys the product. Building the profile of the

ideal customer, or buying persona, helps in creating a more

tailored offer, understand the market and the potential

for selling.

Competitors in your market area, and if they have

successful practices.

The main aspects to consider when conducting a local market

analysis are therefore:

 

1.

2.

3.

The first thing to conduct a market analysis is to build a plan,

understanding first for which objectives the research is carried

on: does it have the aim of identifying and know more the ideal

customer? Or to find out more about competitors?

Having a clear plan and objective in mind help you structure a

valid and successful marketing research, which focuses on the

needed data.



When the objectives are clear, it is time to define how the

analysis will be conducted, meaning the research strategy with

a clear plan of action, stating how the information will be

collected and analysed, the instruments (surveys online, focus

group, discussion on social media, secondary sources as

publication and reports, ... ), the timing and resources for the

research. The choice of the sample is strongly connected.

After the collection, data must be analysed and interpreted in

light of the set objectives, so as to draw conclusions and

identify meaningful insights.

The final stage of the research involves understanding how this

pieces of information can apply to the business, for example in

terms of improvement of the product and customer satisfaction.



In order to understand the transition from traditional print

media to digital one that is happening in the last years, it is

essential to define firstly what they are, their differences and

similarities. 

Traditional marketing uses offline instruments as media, TV and

radio, magazines and newspapers, direct mail and telephone,

billboards and flyers, to advertise and promote products and

services.

UNIT 2 - TRANSITION FROM TRADITIONAL PRINT

MEDIA TO DIGITAL

On the other hand, digital media advertises

products and services through online channels,

as softwares, websites and social media,

promoting through electronic devices. It is a

marketing strategy in continuous evolution,

following new technologies and trends, and it

has the capacity of reaching a wider audience as

more and more people have access to internet

and social media. Common techniques used are:

contents and ads on websites, email campaigns,

SEO (search engine optimisation), affiliate

marketing.



But when was Digital Marketing born? 

The definition was firstly used in the 1990s, and it started

diffusing in connection with the evolution on the Web at the point

in which users could also upload their content on the internet

besides only looking for information. The fist clickable banner

was created in the first half of the 90s, and in the same years

Yahoo was created, while in 1997 the first social media

(SixDegrees.com) was launched.

The nature of the two marketing experiences are intrinsically

different, the traditional one being more static and with a low

potential of engagement, the digital one allowing a higher rate

of interaction and a more dynamic experience, and a two-way

communication.

Even if the digital progress fostered the transition from

traditional to digital marketing, there are still companies

making extensive use of traditional methods. The choice varies

according to different factors, the first one being the target

audience the advertisement wants to reach. If for example the

target audience is mostly made of elderly people, then research

show that traditional means work better than digital ones. The

same happens if the promotion is run by a small local business:

traditional marketing with flyers and offline contact has

better results if the aim is to involve people at local level.



Digital marketing, on the other hand, thanks to its greater

outreach, can involve a global audience, faster and at a

lower cost, or even for free in many platforms (let's think

about emailing for example, or social media accounts),

avoiding all the costs of traditional marketing related to

printing and shipping. Digital marketing allows a greater

flexibility in producing, correcting and updating materials.

Moreover, it is way easier to measure the return on

investments, the effectiveness and the engagement of the

target audience, in the form of social media followers, click

and visit to the website. These data allow to get insights on

the type of content or channel which is most effective and

performs better, or the best time of the day to publish a

content.

Also digital marketing, however, has its downsides. First,

digital promotions can be seen as annoying and while surfing

the internet, as pop-ups.

Furthermore, as opposed to traditional marketing, the forms

of digital marketing, as ads on social media or banners, are

temporary and, most of all, can be neglected going from one

website or page to another.



The transition from printed marketing to digital one is going on

for years, and will progress in the future with the evolution of

technologies. The Covid19 pandemic put on display the need and

request for digital content more than ever. This tendency will

influence not only the way in which business will promote their

products and services, but as well how entities and institutions

as Universities, non-profit organisations, Public Administrations

will communicate.

Match the terms which belong to traditional marketing and

digital marketing

Terms:

Social media, Email marketing, Print media, SEM, SEO, TV,

Billboards, Standardized targeting of customers, Customized

targeting of customers, More expensive, Less expensive, Hard to

measure, Measurable, Flexible, Permanent, 

  

E X E R C I S E

Digital Marketing Traditional Marketing



Each channel has specific characteristics,

advantages and downsides, and they do not get to

the same target audience. When starting a

business, or when trying to reach a wider

audience, before choosing the appropriate

channel(s) it is necessary that the main features

of the product and business model are set and

clear: the type of product to sell, who the

customers are (in terms of age and demography,

habits, preferences, ...). This analysis is

fundamental both for the choice of a physical

shop, when the location is key to attract clients,

and for e-commerce.

UNIT 3 - HOW TO START A SALES CHANNEL 

A sales channel can be defined as a touchpoint between the

customers and the seller. Through sales channels,

freelancer and companies can reach their customers and

present their offer. These channels can be direct, if there is a

straight contact between buyer and seller, or indirect, if on

the contrary there is an intermediation of a third part, as a

retailer.



With the development of the digital age, those who sell a

physical product are sometimes taking advantage also of online

channels, to reach a target audience which goes beyond the

area covered by a physical selling point. 

Exploiting an online sales channel will benefit first of all in

terms of a wider reach: research shows that buying online is an

increasing trend, especially among younger generations, and

selling online represents therefore an opportunity of growth.

Moreover, startup and management costs are lower than the

ones of a physical shop, and especially in the initial phase it can

constitute a starting point without the risks connected to a

physical store. Another crucial element is the direct client

interaction that can be established, which represents a key

element especially at the beginning of the activity. Positive

feedback will influence new customers, while negative ones give

suggestions for improvement.

When running a business online, the goal is not only to attract

people, so they visit your marketplace or website, but to invite

them to buy your product. In order to turn them into customers,

it is essential to pay attention to some dimensions:



Understand what customers are looking for. In this sense, the

interaction and contact with customers is fundamental, as

through feedback it is possible to improve the product and the

services offered. Contacting buyers both online and offline,

asking and exchanging for feedback and suggestions is the key

to develop a successful and respondent business. Observing

and monitoring their preferences is another way of

understanding what the customers want, what product they

prefer, ... You could also look at what competitors and other

sellers are doing successfully and is appreciated by

customers, so to implement in your own business.

Keep it professional. Pay attention to the graphic and the

order in your website, platform or marketplace, make sure the

customers have all the needed information, remember keep

everything up-to-date.

Include a clear »Call to action«. If you want your customers

to buy, subscribe to a newsletter or follow you on social

media, write it clearly and invite them for the desired action.

Explain how to buy. Share clearly dimensions of the product,

payment methods, delivery times, shipment and refund policy.



Freelancer and business owners are sometimes afraid to start

selling online, worrying about their lack of competences and ICT

skills, but today various resources are at disposal for free or

at a low cost even without knowing how to code. The choice of

the correct platform here is fundamental, to avoid paying extra

costs and to be aware of the possibility and limitations of free

or low cost versions. When choosing your platform, pay

attention to factors as features available, website load speed,

data security, payment methods accepted, ...

Other dimensions to keep in mind:

Promotion of the online store

Often, a multidimensional approach is advisable, with different

instruments as social media, newsletters, paid advertising,

search engine optimization. Social media as Facebook, Instagram

and Pinterest allow to upload photos, descriptions and

information. There is no need to use all of them, the choice

should be made on the target groups and on their habits and

preferences.



If your social media channel already have a solid base of

follower, use its power! Otherwise, the time spent on updating

and maintaining your social media channels is an investment for

the growth of your business. You can increase the frequency of

the posts, invest on the graphics you publish. According to the

nature of your product, short and engaging videos can foster

the engagement of customers. Social media allow immediate

interaction, involvement and brand awareness.

Newsletters can be used to inform about new releases, product

categories and sales, contaning fun and engaging information.

Tip: you can use Canva (www.canva.com) to create graphics,

posters and posts for your social media.

Use MailChimp (www.mailchimp.com) to send creative and

fun newsletters.

Shipping methods

In Ecommerce, shipping is at the core of the offer. Having a

structured shipping strategy requires providing customers with

cheap and fast shipping methods. Having a good shipping is not

made of countless options, but on a combination of options,

customers' needs and expectations.

http://www.canva.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/


Free shipping

Flat-rate shipping

Real-time rates

There are different types of shipping:

Free shipping has a lot of benefits for the customers, and will

increase the purchasing in your online shop, but the costs need

to be absorbed. The idea is to keep shipping costs as low as

possible, but especially at the beginning of your business

providing free shipping can be too expensive and not sustainable

for the activity to grow.

In this case, the cost of the shipping is not changing according to

dimensions, weight or size of the product. So the customers pay a

single price no matter what they buy, and that ensures clarity

and transparency during the purchasing process.

Real-time rates correspond exactly to the costs that the

carriers charge to the business owner. The cost changes

according to size, dimensions, weight, shipping destinations. It is

essential to state clearly the shipping costs to the customers

at the check-out.



WHERE CAN YOU SELL YOUR PRODUCTS ONLINE?

When putting products out for sale, a seller can choose if to use

own platforms or external websites and marketplaces. Having

only your own ecommerce website or social media as the main

channel for selling is an option, but it will most probably not

give enough visibility to create stable flows. Usually, it is

advisable to create a mix of channels, to create a

comprehensive showcase of the offer, but everything depends on

the type of product.

Facebook Shops: it allows to create a personalised online store

accessible through Facebook and Instagram, showcasing a

collection of products that can be explored, browsed and

bought by customers. The graphic and design of the shop can be

changed and customised. In Shops, for each product it is possible

to specify all the details as price, mode of purchase, ... and to

manage the process from booking to shipment.

Marketplace gives the opportunity to shop and sell items.

Specifically, through Marketplace sellers can show their items

with the correspondent price. Customers can also directly

contact the seller to get information or negotiate on the

product.



Instagram is one of the most used app in the world, with a huge

number of users, and can help share the products to a wide

public. 

Selling on Instagram requires a Facebook Shop and an Instagram

Business Profile, which has to be connected with a Facebook

Business page. Once your Instagram profile is approved for

shopping, then it is possible to tag and highlight products in each

post, instead of putting the link in the description of the post.

When selling on Instagram, the picture is the linchpin, so it is

necessary to invest time in creating a compelling and engaging

graphic, using as well stickers and other Instagram elements.

TIP: try to develop your own aesthetic, with a style and

colour palette, so to give consistency to your posts.

Pay attention to the use of relevant hashtags!



Etsy is well-known marketplace for hand crafters and artists.

According to surveys and research, certain products as art,

jewellery and home and living perform better on Etsy. As more

and more small businesses and artisans sell on Etsy, it is

recognise as a marketplace where to find unique items and

purchase from small and local business.

Setting up an account and a storefront on Etsy is simple, and

requires just a little personalisation. As for Instagram, visual

elements are one of the most important factors, so invest some

time on photography. Even if creating an account is free, Etsy

has some limitations and charges fees both on transactions.

 

Case study: Selling on Etsy/ How to kickstart your etsy

store with Jess Van Den 

Listen to a podcast episode on Jess Van Den’s story, who

started making and selling jewellery as a hobby in 2008,

turning it in a full-time business in 2010.

https://www.jewellersacademy.com/blog/2021/selling-

on-etsy-how-to-kickstart-your-etsy-store



eBay is a business with operations in about 32 countries. The

company manages the eBay website, an online auction and

shopping website. The website is free for buyers, while sellers

have a limited number of free listings and are then charged both

for listing items, and separately when the products are sold.

Sellers can list products at fixed prices or auction-stlye, and

to show their item it is possible to use pictures and descriptions.

Amazon is one of the largest marketplaces in the world. When

selling on Amazon, you can choose among different plans, with

different associated costs). Moreover, a referral fee will be

collected by the platform as a percentage of each transaction,

varying for different category of product.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_auction


When Pinterest was launched, it was mainly a place to browse

through DIY ideas, recipes and hand-crafting for inspiration.

Now, research show that 47% of visitors use Pinterest just to

purchase and research new products.

Setting a Pinterest account is easy and quick, and there are

different ways to sell items, as Buyable Pins, Rich Pins, Promoted

Pins. Each one works differently in terms of visits and purchase

process. A Pinterest account can also be connected with an Etsy

marketplace.



E X E R C I S E
True or false

1. Through local market research, a business

owner gets information on customers and on

the market as a whole (T)

2. Market research is not necessary at the

start-up phase of a business (F)

3. Traditional marketing is still the best

instrument to reach certain target groups

(T)

4. Digital marketing allows to have more

flexibility and to reach the target audience

at a lower cost (T)

5. With flat-rate shipping, the cost changes

according to size, dimensions, weight, shipping

destinations (F)

T
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